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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.1 Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(1) Weft yarn 1 released from a cheese is wound on measuring bands 3 of electric drum head 2 for one pick

and locked with electromagnetic pin 4.
(2) When electromagnetic pin 4 releases the wound weft yarn, tandem nozzle 5 and main nozzle 6 acceler-

ate the air jet to insert the weft into tunnel 8 of reed 7.
(3) The inserted weft will be blown through for the entire fabric width up to the specified position with the

compressed air jetted from sub nozzles 9.
(4) The weft inserting motion is available in four types--single-color, 2-color, 4-color, and 6-color drum shifts.

(The figure below shows the weft inserting motion with the 2-color drum shift.)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
Electric drum unit B and cheese stand A are placed
at the left side of the weaving machine.

For 2-color drum types, drum heads 1 and 2 are
vertically arranged on drum stand 3.
(1) Each drum has an AC motor to wind a yarn.
(2) All electric drums are controlled by a single

control box.
(3) All of the general and weft insertion prepara-

tion conditions (including weft release and
base winding) can be set from the function
panel.  
Note that weft threading should be done by the
push button(s) provided on each location.

A

NEVER access or touch winding arm A which
cannot be seen when the weaving machine is
in operation.  The arm is in ultra-high speed
rotation.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.1.1 Single Drums
Adjust the positions of the electric drum unit and
the cheese stand according to the procedures
given below.

[ 1 ] Up-down and Right-to-left Position-
ing of the Electric Drum

(1) Up-down positioning
– For those machines equipped with a tandem

nozzle:
Set the drum head 1 at a horizontal angle and
adjust the drum height by turning adjustment
bolts 4 so that its centerline passes the center
of tandem nozzle 2.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Set the drum head 1 at a horizontal angle and
adjust the drum height by turning adjustment
bolts 4 so that its centerline passes the center
of yarn guide 5.

(2) Right-to-left positioning
– For those machines equipped with a tandem

nozzle:
Adjust the electric drum unit so that the dis-
tance “a” from electromagnetic pin 3 to tan-
dem nozzle 2 comes to 200-400 mm.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Adjust the electric drum unit so that the dis-
tance “a” from electromagnetic pin 3 to yarn
guide 5 comes to 200-400 mm.
• For standard weft yarns (e.g. C40S)

First, install the single drum so that the dis-
tance comes to 250 mm.  Then, adjust the
distance within the range of 200 to 300
mm.

• For wefts yarns of large number count or
weak yarns
First, install the single drum so that the dis-
tance comes to 350 mm.  Then, adjust the
distance within the range of 300 to 400
mm.

The optimum position of the electric drum unit
is where weft insertion becomes stable even
with low tandem nozzle pressure (main pres-
sure).

With a tandem nozzle

With a yarn guide
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 2 ] Front-to-rear Positioning of the Drum 
Head

(1) Set the crank angle at 90°
(2) – For those machines equipped with a tan-

dem nozzle:
Adjust drum head 1 to the front or rear so
that its centerline passes the centers of tan-
dem nozzle 2 and main nozzle, when
viewed from the top.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Adjust drum head 1 to the front or rear so
that its centerline passes the centers of
yarn guide 5 and main nozzle, when
viewed from the top.

NOTE: See subsection 5.1.4 for the case of conical
tandem nozzles.

With a tandem nozzle

With a yarn guide
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3 ] Positioning of the Drum Head and 
Cheese Stand

(1) Heights of cheese, tenser, and drum head
Adjust the heights of tenser 2 and cheese 3 as
specified at left, then align drum inlet piece 1,
tenser 2, and cheese 3, when viewed from the
left side of the machine.

(2) Adjusting the cheese angle and eyelet front-to-
rear position
• Adjust the angle of cheese 3 so that the

centerline of cheese passes the center of
the eyelet provided in tenser 2.

• Adjust the front-to-rear position of tenser 2
to position its eyelet away from the cheese
at a distance figured as “Cheese dia. D ×
(1.0 to 1.5)”, as shown at left.

NOTE: The dimensions shown in these figures are
standard.  Depending upon the weft yarn type and
cheese winding diameter, slight adjustment may be
further required.

123

D × (1.0 to 1.5)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
5.1.2 2-Color Drums
Adjust the positions of the electric drum units and
the cheese stands according to the procedures
given below.

[ 1 ] Up-down & Right-to-left Positioning 
and Angle Adjustment of the Electric 
Drums

[ 1.1 ] Without the balloon cover
(1) Up-down positioning

– For those machines equipped with a tandem
nozzle:
Adjust the drums height by turning adjustment
bolts 7 in order to position drums 1 and 2 at an
equal distance from the horizontal centerline
assumed between tandem nozzles 4 and 5.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Adjust the drums height by turning adjustment
bolts 7 in order to position drums 1 and 2 at an
equal distance from the horizontal centerline of
yarn guide 6.

(2) Angle adjustment
– For those machines equipped with a tandem

nozzle:
1) Tilt drum head 1 so that its centerline passes

the center of the inlet of tandem nozzle 4.
(Drum head 1 should be tilted down 20° from a
horizontal position.)

2) Tilt drum head 2 so that its centerline passes
the center of the inlet of tandem nozzle 5.
(Drum head 2 should be tilted up 20° from a
horizontal position.)

3) Make the gap “a” between drum heads (1 and
2) 3 to 10 mm.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:

1) Tilt drum head 1 so that its centerline passes
the upper eyelet of yarn guide 6.  (Drum head
1 should be tilted down 20° from a horizontal
position.)

2) Tilt drum head 2 so that its centerline passes
the lower eyelet of yarn guide 6.  (Drum head
2 should be tilted up 20° from a horizontal
position.)

3) Make the gap “a” between drum heads (1 and
2) 3 to 10 mm.

With a conical tandem nozzle

With a yarn guide
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(3) Right-to-left positioning
– For those machines equipped with a tandem

nozzle:
Adjust the electric drum unit so that the dis-
tance “b” from electromagnetic pin 3 to tan-
dem nozzle 4 (and 5) comes to 200-400 mm.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Adjust the electric drum unit so that the dis-
tance “b” from electromagnetic pin 3 to yarn
guide 6 comes to 200-400 mm.
• For standard weft yarns (e.g. C40S)

First, install the single drum so that the dis-
tance “b” comes to 250 mm.  Then, adjust
the distance within the range of 200 to 300
mm.

• For wefts yarns of large number count or
weak yarns
First, install the single drum so that the dis-
tance “b” comes to 350 mm.  Then, adjust
the distance within the range of 300 to 400
mm.

The optimum position of the electric drum unit is
where weft insertion becomes stable even with low
tandem nozzle pressure (main pressure).

[ 1.2 ] With the balloon cover
(1) Up-down positioning

Adjust the drums height by turning adjustment
bolts 7 in order to position drums 1 and 2 at an
equal distance from the horizontal centerline
assumed between tandem nozzles 4 and 5.

(2) Angle adjustment
1) Drum head 1

Tilt drum head 1 so that its centerline passes
the center of the inlet of tandem nozzle 4.
(Drum head 1 should be tilted down 14° from a
horizontal position.)

2) Drum head 2
Tilt drum head 2 so that its centerline passes
the center of the inlet of tandem nozzle 5.
(Drum head 2 should be tilted up 14° from a
horizontal position.)

(3) Right-to-left positioning
Position the electric drum unit so that the dis-
tance “a” from balloon cover 8 to tandem noz-
zle 4 (and 5) comes to 50 mm.
The distance from electromagnetic pin 3 to
tandem nozzle 4 (and 5) should be approx.
400-420 mm.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 2 ] Front-to-rear Positioning of the Drum 
Heads

(1) Set the crank angle at 90°
(2) – For those machines equipped with a tan-

dem nozzle:
Adjust drum head 1 to the front or rear so
that its centerline passes the centers of tan-
dem nozzle  2 and main nozzle, when
viewed from the top.

– For those machines equipped with a yarn
guide:
Adjust drum head 1 to the front or rear so
that its centerline passes the centers of
yarn guide 5 and main nozzle, when
viewed from the top.

NOTE: See subsection 5.1.4 for the case of conical
tandem nozzles.

With a tandem nozzle

With a yarn guide
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3 ] Positioning of the Drum Heads and 
Cheese Stand

(1) Adjusting the heights of cheeses, tensors and
drum heads
Adjust the heights of tensers 2 and cheeses 3
as specified at left, then align drum inlet pieces
1, tensers 2, and cheeses 3, when viewed
from the left side of the machine.

(2) Adjusting the cheese angle and eyelet front-to-
rear positioning
• Adjust the angle of cheeses 3 so that the

centerline of each cheese passes the cen-
ter of the eyelet provided in tenser 2.

• Adjust the front-to-rear position of tenser 2
to position its eyelet away from the cheese
at a distance figured as “Cheese dia. D ×
(1.0 to 1.5)”, as shown at left.

NOTE: The dimensions shown in these figures are
standard.  Depending upon the weft yarn type and
cheese winding diameter, slight adjustment may be
further required.

D × (1.0 to 1.5)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
5.1.3 Explanation of the Drum Head
[ 1 ] Names of Components

1: Winding sensor
2: Electromagnetic pin
3: Measuring band (with a reflector)
4: Measuring bands
5: Cover
6: Motor
7: Inlet piece
8: Winding arm

[ 2 ] Function and Adjustment
(1) Push-button 9

• Pressing this push-button pneumatically
feeds a weft yarn into the drum.

• Yarn feeding air is supplied from main 1
tank.

(2) Electromagnetic pin 2
NOTE: Make the following adjustment care-
fully. Otherwise, the electromagnetic pin may
be broken.

• This pin measures the length of a weft yarn
for one pick.

• Make the clearance between this pin and
measuring band 3 0.5 to 0.8 mm with
gauge 14 (J8211-02011-00), taking care
not to touch plunger 15 of electromagnetic
pin 2 against the measuring band.

• Adjust bracket 11 so that plunger 15 comes
onto the center of the hole provided in mea-
suring band 3.

(3) Balloon sensor 1
• This sensor detects the number of weft

windings on measuring bands 3 and 4, that
is, the first turn, second to (n-1)th turns,
and nth turn.

5

9

7

6

8

4

3

1

2

11

15 15 15

Plunger position in the hole provided in the 
measuring band

Correct Wrong Wrong
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
• Adjust the clearance between this sensor
and the measuring band to 0.5-1.2 mm with
gauge 14 (J8211-02011-00).

• Install this sensor with its optical axis at a
right angle to reflector 13 on measuring
band 3 (that is, this sensor and measuring
band 3 should be parallel to each other).

• Use a special bolt for 12 since this sensor
is insulated from electromagnetic pin 2.

• If there is a problem with weft release
because of narrow clearance between the
oscillating band (feeder) and the balloon
sensor in the case of the drum with a feed-
ing mechanism, adjust the clearance to Z
to match the weft yarn at the oblong hole at
the sensor mounting position. 
(If sticking at the clearance occurs in case
of a thick yarn, widen the clearance by
adjusting the sensor position toward the
main nozzle (rightward).
See the photo at the lower left.

(4) Reflector 13
• The reflector is stuck onto measuring band 3.
• Periodically check the reflector for stains

and wipe it clean.  Contamination will affect
the sensitivity of winding sensor 1.

(5) Measuring bands 3 and 4
• Position each of the three measuring bands

4 by aligning its bottom line X with the
desired graduation on scale Y.  For the
relationship between the graduations and
the measuring length, refer to the table on
the next page.

• These measuring bands 3 and 4 are made
of ceramic body and plastic base.  When
securing them with bolts, torque those bolts
to 30 kg•cm.

Reference: Generally, single-yarn wefts have Z
twist, so the standard drums are designed to rotate
counterclockwise (facing the drums).  For the 2-
color drum shift, both the upper and lower drums
rotate counterclockwise.

To insert Z-twist yarn and S-twist yarn in the 2-color
drum shift, either one of the drums should rotate
clockwise.  This modification requires the replace-
ment and addition of some components, so contact
TOYOTA.

Z

Before connecting or disconnecting the balloon
sensor connector, be sure to turn the machine
power off.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 3 ] Measuring Length by Electric Drum
For single-, 2-, 4-, and 6-color drum shifts with large diameter

Unit: mm

NOTE: Measuring length = Drawing-in width + Waste selvage length

Determine the measuring length by referring to the above table.  Note that the above table merely lists the cal-
culated values.  The actual measuring length will become slightly shorter due to yarn tension in practical oper-
ation.

2 turns 3 turns 4 turns 5 turns 6 turns 7 turns

Type A Type B Type A Type B Type A Type B Type A Type B Type A Type B Type A Type B

–4 856 1284 1712 2140 2568 2996
–2 878 1317 1756 2195 2634 3073
0 900 1350 1800 2250 2700 3150
2 923 1385 1846 2308 2769 3231
4 946 1419 1892 2365 2838 3311
6 968 1452 1936 2420 2904 3388
8 990 1485 1980 2475 2970 3465

10 1013 1520 2026 2533 3039 3546
12 1036 1087 1554 1631 2072 2174 2590 2718 3108 3261 3626 3805
14 1058 1110 1587 1665 2116 2220 2645 2775 3174 3330 3703 3885
16 1080 1132 1620 1698 2160 2264 2700 2830 3240 3396 3780 3962
18 1103 1155 1655 1733 2206 2310 2758 2888 3309 3465 3861 4043
20 1126 1177 1689 1766 2252 2354 2815 2943 3378 3531 3941
22 1200 1800 2400 3000 3600
24 1223 1835 2446 3058 3669
26 1245 1868 2490 3113 3735
28 1268 1902 2536 3170 3804
30 1290 1935 2580 3225 3870
32 1313 1970 2626 3283 3939

Number 
of turns

Band type
Graduation
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.1.4 Tandem and Main Nozzles

[ 1 ] Positioning the Tandem Nozzles
Position the tandem nozzles according to the steps
given below.

[ 1.1 ] For single drums
(1) Front-to-rear positioning

1) Set the crank angle at 90°.
2) Set dimension A at 21 mm and angle B at

about 10° so that tip end 2a of the accelerating
tube of tandem nozzle 2 comes to the center-
line of main nozzle 3.

(2) Up-down positioning
As explained below and illustrated at left, align
tandem nozzle 2 with the center of drum head
1 and main nozzle 3 as seen from the side.
• Loosen setscrew 9 and make adjustment to

set distance c from the top of tandem plate
8 from the top of tandem bracket 5 at about
113 mm.

(3) EDP stand positioning
1) Set the crank angle between 160° and 180°.
2) As shown at left, and adjust the EDP stand

position to align the center of drum head 1 with
tandem nozzle 2.

NEVER touch the main nozzles on the slay
while the machine is in operation.  They are
swinging towards front and rear at ultra-high
speed.

32a
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 1.2 ] For 2-color drum shifts
(1) Front-to-rear positioning

1) Set the crank angle at 90°.
2) Set dimension A at 21 mm and angle B at

about 10° so that tip end 2a of the accelerating
tube of tandem nozzle 2 comes to the center-
line of main nozzle 3.

(2) Up-down positioning
As illustrated at left, adjust tandem nozzles 3
and 4 so that their centerlines pass the centers
of drum heads 1 and 2 and those of thread
guides 5 and 6, respectively, according to the
following procedure:
• Adjust distance c between the top of tan-

dem plate 7 and the top of tandem nozzle
bracket 8 to 165 mm.

• Adjust distance d between the top of tan-
dem plate 7 and the top of tandem nozzle
bracket 9 to 60 mm.

• Adjust the inclinations of tandem nozzles 3
and 4 so that distance e between their tips
becomes 48 mm.

(3) EDP stand positioning
1) Set the crank angle between 160° and 180°.
2) As shown at left, and adjust the EDP stand

position to align the center of drum head 1 with
tandem nozzle 2.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 2 ] Positioning the Main Nozzles
Position the main nozzles according to the steps
given below.
(1) Right-to-left positioning

1) Adjust sley 2 so that distance “a” from its left
end B to the leftmost dent A of reed 1 comes
to 215 mm.

2) Adjust main nozzles 3 so that distance “b”
from the tips of their acceleration tubes to the
leftmost  dent A comes to approx. 11 mm.

(2) Up-down and front-to-rear positioning
As shown at left, bring main nozzle bracket 6
into contact with the front and bottom (“d” in
the figure) of the groove provided in sley 2,
then secure the bracket 6.

c
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
( [ 3 ] Main Nozzle (Tandem Nozzle) Struc-
ture

Main-nozzle pipe complete ASSY 3a is built in
main-nozzle bracket 3b and secured with screw 3c.

Thread guide 4 is screwed into main nozzle bracket
3b and secured with lock nut 7.

[ 3.1 ] Adjusting the Thread Guide Positions
The adjustment of thread guides is required when
you position not only main nozzles but also tandem
nozzles.

Adjust gap “c” between thread guide 4 and main
nozzle body 5 according to the steps given below.
(1) Set the crank angle at the vicinity of 180°.
(2) Stop the breeze of the main nozzle by setting

the breeze regulator to the “0” air pressure.

NOTE: This step is not required for the posi-
tioning of the tandem-nozzle.

(3) Activate the valve in the [ OPERATOR ]
[ MANUAL ] mode.

(4) Adjust the jetting pressure to 0.1 MPa (1 kg/cm2).

(5) Slowly rotate thread guide 4 counterclockwise
or in the direction of X in order to find the zero
point of jet stream switching where the air jet
will nearly blow off from the thread inlet of
thread guide 4.

c
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(6) Rotate thread guide 4 clockwise or in the
direction of Y (so the thread will be inhaled) by
two turns from the zero point in step (5) above.
The position, however, is set at approx. 2.5
mm for the AGS specification.
The reason is to improve suction for yarn
drawing in because the AGS specification is
frequently used for stretch yarns.
When stress is laid on propulsion, adjust
dimension “c” in consideration of the balance
with the ease of suction for yarn drawing in.
Increasing dimension “c” increases propul-
sion but worsens suction.

NOTE: The standard clearance “c” between
thread guide 4 and lock nut 7 is approx. 3.5
mm.

(7) Restore the breeze of the main nozzle to the
original air pressure.

[ 3.2 ] Replacement of thread guides
When removing or installing thread guides from/to
the main nozzles or tandem nozzles, follow the pro-
cedure given below.

Removal
(1) Loosen lock nut 7 with a plier, then loosen

thread guide 4 by hand.
(2) If thread guide 4 comes tight, turn it in the

reverse direction once and then turn it for-
wards slowly to pull it out.

Installation
(1) Clean sides B of thread guide 4 and sides A of

main nozzle body 5 with a clean cloth or an air
blower.

(2) Insert thread guide 4 straight into main nozzle
body 5 until its locks become engaged.

NOTE: Do not force it in or insert it being
inclined.

(3) Lightly tighten lock nut 7 with a plier.
5.1 - 18



5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 4 ] Main nozzle separator
The main nozzle separator as shown at left in pro-
vided in the case of a 2-color machine.

This prevents the standby weft, when it is likely to
come out from the tip end of the accelerating pipe,
from entangling with the inserted weft.

The separator position may be adjusted as required
using set screw A.

The standard setting is to bring the tip end of the
separator to approx. 2 mm from the accelerating
tube.

Carefully avoid over-tightening of the set screw
because it may deform the accelerating tube that
may generate harmful internal protrusion.

The reference tightening torque is 50 to 80 cNm
(5.1 to 8.1 kgf-cm).

A
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.1.5 Sub Nozzles
Sub nozzles 4 through 6 (placed in front of reed 3)  jet air in order to transfer weft 2 inserted through main noz-
zle 1 over the entire drawing-in width L.

L : Drawing-in width

[ 1 ] Standard Arrangement of Sub Nozzles 
(for Upper-cover Temples and Lower-cover Temples)

Letter in the 
above figure

Pitch for upper-
cover temples 
(mm)

Pitch for lower-
cover temples 
(mm)

Remarks

A 30 30 A: Distance from the leftmost warp to the 1st sub nozzle
B: Distance between sub nozzles in the central zone of fabric
Y: Distance Y should be either 30 or 60 cm, depending upon 

the drawing-in width.
Z: Distance from the rightmost warp to the last sub nozzle.

B 60 60
Y 30 or 60 30 or 60
Z 30 to 60 30 to 60

Unit: mm
5.1 - 20



5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 2 ] Sub Valves and Sub Nozzles with the Standard Pitch and Standard Number of Valves

[ 2.1 ] Number of sub nozzles per sub valve (for upper-cover temples and lower-cover temples)

[ 2.2 ] Sub valves and tanks
(1) Sub valves use the compressed air from the breast beam (sub tank 5) in the standard version.
(2) In the loom with a special stretch nozzle, sub-end tank 4 feeds compressed air to stretch valve 6.

[ 2.3 ] Relationship between sub valve and sub nozzle arrangements and their numbers for fabric 
width change

The sub valve and sub nozzle layout drawings are described on page 23 and the following pages. Refer to
them according to your loom specifications.

Fix the sub valve wiring at the wire duct as shown
in the photo below. At the time of fixing, carefully
prevent the sub valve cable from coming into con-
tact with a movable part. If the sub valve cable is in
contact with a movable part, the coating may be
broken to cause an accident.

Sub valves No. of sub nozzles for upper-cover 
temples

No. of sub nozzles for lower-cover 
temples

Leftmost sub valve 1 4 4
Sub valves within the fabric width 4 4
2nd sub valve from the right 2 4 4

Rightmost sub valve 3 1 to 4 (To be changed according to the 
drawing-in width)

1 to 4 (To be changed according to the 
drawing-in width)

1
2 3

5

4

6

Sub valve cable

Sub valve mounting portion Cable fixing portion

Sub valve cable

Insu-lock
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
Follow the following steps to install a sub nozzle tube on the sub valve in accordance with the change of the
weaving width.

(1) Remove the nut  from the sub valve  and
take out the plug  with a sleeve .

(2) Install the sleeve  and the nut  on the sub
valve .

NOTE: We recommend that you use a new
sleeve as the sleeve  is deformed by the
tightening of the nut  at this point.

(3) Install the sub nozzle tube  with the inserted
inner collar  on the sub valve .

NOTE: Be sure to insert the inner collar 
into the sub nozzle tube . Otherwise the
weft insertion performance may go down.
5.1 - 22



5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
Sub valve and sub nozzle layout drawings
(1) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 140

Sub nozzle layout
No. of sub 
nozzles to be 
used (excess)

Drawing-in 
width
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(2) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 150

Sub nozzle layout
No. of sub 
nozzles to be 
used (excess)

Drawing-in 
width
5.1 - 24



5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(3) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 170

Sub nozzle layoutNo. of sub 
nozzles to be 
used (excess)

Drawing-in 
width
5.1 - 25



5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(4) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 190

Sub nozzle layout
No. of sub 
nozzles to be 
used (excess)

Drawing-in 
width
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(5) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 210
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(6) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 230
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(7) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 250
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(8) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 280
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(9) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 336
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(10) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 340
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(11) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 360
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(12) Standard pitch (60 mm), standard number of valves, R/S: 390
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 3 ] Mounting the Sub Nozzles
[ 3.1 ] Air pipe connection to sub nozzle and 

nut tightening
(1) Connect air pipe 2 to sub nozzle 1, then

tighten fixing nut 3 fully by hand.
(2) Rotate fixing nut 3 by 360° (1 turn) with a

spanner.

NOTE: The same procedure should be applied to
the connection of the air pipe to the sub valve.

[ 3.2 ] Height adjustment of sub nozzle (stan-
dard setting)

Sub nozzle 1 has the following four V-grooves A
from the top on its circumference:

1st............................(–1)
2nd...........................(±0)
3rd ...........................(+1)
4th............................(+2)

(1) Adjust the height of sub nozzle 1 by aligning
the specified one of the V-grooves A with the
top end of block 4, according to the table
below.

(2) Fit sub-nozzle block 4 into lower corner B of
the groove in sley 6, then secure it with nut 7.

NOTE: The higher the sub nozzle is positioned (the
nearer the reed), the greater becomes the weft
transportation capability.  However, the sub nozzles
may easily leave nozzle marks on the fabric.

2nd (±0)
3rd (+1)
4th (+2)

A

1st (–1)

Spun 
yarn

Yarn for 
towel

Filament 
yarn

Glass 
fiber yarn

Single-hole reverse-
tapered nozzle

+1 +0 ±0 ±0

Shower-hole nozzle +0 ±0 ±0

Shower-ball head nozzle ±0

Warp
Sub nozzle type
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3.3 ] Sub nozzle angle adjustment
(1) As shown at left, fit the concave section of 7A

of the gauge (J8209-01010-0B) over sub noz-
zle block 4, then fit the concave section of 7B
over sub nozzle 1.

(2) Lightly loosen pan-head screw 5 which
secures the sub nozzle.

(3) Align the V-groove of 7B with line 0 (0°)
marked on 7A.  (The actual jet angle becomes
5°.)

(4) Tighten pan-head screw 5 firmly.

NOTE: Since each gauge has a clearance, make
adjustment as follows:
Adjust gauge 7A to bring face A into contact with
the sub nozzle block. Adjust gauge 7B to obtain the
adjustment angle when deflected to the B side.

NOTE: The height and angle of sub nozzles may
be changed depending upon the texture type to be
woven.

NOTE: For single-hole reverse-tapered nozzles,
modify the installation angle according to the
heights as listed below.

A

B

Installation height Installation angle
+1 Line 1 (1°)
±0 Line 0 (0°)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
5.1.6 Setting of Weft Inserting Condi-
tions on the Function Panel

You may set all of the weft inserting conditions with
the following four switches called up in the SET-
TING submode of the FIXER mode on the function
panel:

• [ ICS ] switch

• [ EDP ] switch

• [ VALVE ] switch

• [ PATTERN ] switch

What follows is a description of the functions and
setting procedures of those switches.

[ 1 ] [ ICS ] Switch
Touching this switch activates the initial condition set-
ting function which automatically sets the optimum
parameters to each motion or unit according to the
fabric weaving conditions entered with the [ WARP ],
[ WEFT ] and [ MACHINE ] switches and transferred
with the [ SEND ] switch on the function panel.

NOTE: It is difficult to cover weaving conditions for
all types of fabrics although TOYOTA prepares a
variety of data.  After using this initial condition set-
ting function, therefore, weave a certain amount of
cloth and check the fabric quality for weft slackness
or other defects.  Make a fine adjustment, if neces-
sary, before proceeding to the practical operation.

[ 1.1 ] [ WARP ]
Touching the [ WARP ] switch displays the screen
shown at left.

Set the warp-related conditions from the weave pattern
to warp density according to the steps given below.
(1) Touch the “Weave pattern” switch , and select

the desired weave pattern from the pull-down
menu then. 

(2) Touch the “Material” switch  , and select the
desired warp yarn type from the pull-down
menu.

(3) Touch the “Yarn count” switch , and set the
desired warp yarn count. 
The unit (S, T or G) of yarn count is automati-
cally changed according to the material (spun,
filament or glass) selected in step (2) above.
Set /1 for the single yarn, and /2 for the two-
folded yarn.
Though the selectable range on the screen is
between 1 and 1,500, note that it does not
guarantee the range of the allowable yarn
count for weaving.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(4) Select either /inch or /cm as the unit of yarn
density.

(5) Touch the “Density”  switch, and set the
desired warp yarn density then.
The selectable range on the screen is 1.0 to
300.0 warps/inch (1.0 to 120.0 warps/cm).

(6) Upon completion of entry, touch the [ ENTER ]
switch. The screen will return to the previous
one.

[ 1.2 ] [ WEFT ]
Touching the [ WEFT ] switch displays the screen
shown at left.

Set the weft-related conditions from the weft mate-
rial to the weft density according to the steps given
below.
(1) Touch the “Material” switch  for each color,

and select the desired material from the pull-
down menu.

(2) Touch the yarn count  for each color, and set
the desired yarn count then.
The unit (S, T or G) of the yarn count is auto-
matically changed according to the material
(spun, filament or glass) selected in step (1)
above.
Though the selectable range on-the screen is
1 to 1,500, note that it does not guarantee the
allowable range of the yarn count for weaving.

(3) Touch the “Measuring Band” switch  for
each color, and select the desired measuring
band from the pull-down menu.

(4) Touch the “To”  switch (Weft insertion start
angle switch) for each color, then set the
desired angle.

(5) Touch the “Tw”  switch (Weft arrival angle
switch) for each color, then set the desired
angle.

The selectable range is from 50° to 150° The stan-
dard value will differ depending upon the machine 
speed and yarn quality as listed below.

R/S Spun yarn Filament yarn
150cm 105º 90º

190 90 80
280 75 —
336 75 —

The standard value is 230° and the selectable 
range is from 180° to 280°
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(6) Select the desired unit (inch or cm) for the weft
density.

(7) Touch the “Density”  switch, then set the
desired weft density.

(8) Select [ ON ] or [ OFF ] for each of the ABS
(option) and stretch nozzle (option) according
the specifications of the weaving machine.

(9) After setting touch the [ ENTER ] switch. The
screen returns to the initial one after the end of
setting.

[ 1.3 ] [ MACHINE ]
Touching the [ MACHINE ] switch displays the
screen shown at left.

Set the machine speed, drawing-in width and beam
diameter according to the following procedure:
(1) Touch the “Machine RPM”  switch, then set

the desired machine speed.
According to the entered machine speed, the
controller automatically calculates the correc-
tion values for the start of the EDP solenoid
pin and valves.

(2) Touch the “Draw width”  switch, then set the
desired drawing-in width.
According to the entered drawing-in width, the
controller automatically sets the optimum tim-
ing of each valve.

(3) Touch the “Beam diameter”  switch, then set
the diameter of the warp beam.
According to the entered beam diameter, the
controller automatically calculates the beam
rotation speed at the start of weaving.

(4) Touch “Cloth timing (angle)”  switch, and
then set the loom cloth timing.

(5) Touch “No. of harness frames”  switch, and
set the corresponding number of harness
frames.
1 to 20 frames can be set on the screen.

(6) Tension unit, Pressure unit
The units of tension and pressure can be
changed to SI units.
Tension : kgf → N
Pressure : kg/cm2→ MPa

(7) Touch the [ ENTER ] switch after the end of
setting, and the screen returns to the initial
one.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 1.4 ] [ REFERENCE ]
Touching the [ REFERENCE ] switch displays
[ MEASURING BAND POSITION ], [ HEALD
FRAME STROKE ], [ HEALD FRAME HEIGHT ] or
[ EASING ].

The one shown at left is the [MEASURING BAND
POSITION] screen.

(1) Touching the [ MEASURING BAND POSITION ]
switch displays the window shown at left.
• Kind of measuring band

Shows the type of the measuring band
used.

• Winds/pick
Shows the number of turns of weft per pick.

• M-band position
Shows the measuring band position rela-
tive to the drawing-in width.

(2) Touching the [ HEALD FRAME STROKE ]
switch displays the screen shown at left. It
allows reference to the heald frame stroke for
various shedding motions.
Touch the [ SELECT ] switch to select the
shedding motion to be displayed.

(3) Touching the [ HEALD FRAME HEIGHT ] key
displays the screen shown at left.
Select the combination of the appropriate
shedding motion and heald to refer to the
information of the heald frame height.

(4) Touching the [ EASING ] switch displays the
screen shown at left.
Select the warp condition to display the infor-
mation related to the easing motion.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 1.5 ] [ SEND ]
This switch is used to transfer the setting values
registered by the [ WARP ], [ WEFT ],
[ MACHINE ], and [ REFERENCE ] switches, to the
motions or units in order to set the optimum param-
eters.
(1) Touch the [ SEND ] switch, and the screen

shown at left will appear, displaying the [ ALL ]
switch and the icon switches designed for the
motions and units connected to the machine.

(2) To transfer the setting values to all of the
motions and units, touch the [ ALL ] switch; to
transfer them to the selected one(s), touch the
corresponding switch(es).

(3) To start transfer, touch the [ ENTER ] switch.

Upon completion of setting operation, the
screen shown at left will appear and soon it will
disappear.
When the initial screen comes back, the trans-
fer operation completes.

NOTE: If it is necessary to modify the initial setting values (automatically set by the [ ICS ] switch) or set new
pattern depending upon the fabric quality, use the following switches:

• [ EDP ] switch ........................................(Refer to [ 2 ] in this subsection.)
• [ VALVE ] switch ....................................(Refer to [ 3 ] in this subsection.)
• [ FEELER ] switch .................................(Refer to Chapter 7, Section 7.2.)
• [ WARP ] and [ MARK ] switches ...........(Refer to Chapters 2 and 3.)
• [ RUN SET ] and [ DELTA ] switches .....(Refer to Chapter 2.)
• [ PATTERN ] switch ...............................(Refer to [ 4 ] in this subsection.)
• [ TAPO ] switch ......................................(Refer to Chapter 0, Subsection 0.3.2, [ 4 ].)
• [ TWCTRL ] switch ................................(Refer to Sections 5.3 and 5.4 in this chapter.)
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[ 2 ] [ EDP ] switch
Touching the [ EDP ] switch displays the screen
shown at left.

The screen indicates the initial values of the items
related to the <DRUM>

for each color (set by the [ ICS ] switch).

Set or modify the turns by pick to balloon sensitivity
as follows:
(1) Touch each switch for setting and modification.

NOTE: The screen corresponding to each of
the [ DRUM ], [ EXTENSION (CONTROL) ]
and [ EXTENSION (SENSOR) ] switches is
displayed.

(2) Touch  or  at the setting item field, input the
desired value by pressing numeric switches 1
to 0 or selection from the pull-down menu, and
touch the [ ENTER ] switch.

(3) To set the same value for multiple colors,
touch the [ COPY ] switch to display the
screen shown at left. 
To copy the setting value for color 1 to color 2,
for example, select  color 1, then select 
color 2, and touch the [ ENTER ] key.
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What follows is a detailed description of the EDP-
related set items.

1) DRUM
a) <DRUM> Turns per Pick

Set the number of turns per pick, by referring
to the “Measuring Length by Electric Drum”
table in Subsection 5.1.3, [ 3 ].

b) Preliminary turns
Set the number of base turns for preparation.
• Touching the “Base Wind” switch on the

function panel winds a weft onto the mea-
suring band by the specified number of
base turns.

• The standard number of base turns is 10 to
15.  If the machine speed (rpm) is high or
the amplifier gain is decreased, set a
slightly higher value.

c) Motor acceleration
Set the response gain of the drum motor.
• The typical set value is as follows:

• The greater this value, the quicker the
motor response.  (The motor acceleration/
deceleration becomes quicker.)

• If the set value is too low, the acceleration
of the motor may not follow the machine
setting-up speed so that the number of
turns of weft on the drum becomes low.  In
such a case, increase the set value.

d) Warning-[RELEASE SINGLE TURN] SW
For operation with single-turn release for
stretch yarn fabric, etc.:
(Weft insertion after cutting the damaged lead-
ing end with the LH cutter)
If this alarm is set to ON, pressing the RUN
switch erroneously without releasing a single
turn causes warning display.

Machine speed 
(rpm) Set value

Less than 800 rpm 3
800 rpm or greater 5
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2) EXTENSION (CONTROL)
e) Pin close control

Select [ N ] to close the pin upon detection by
the balloon sensor for the nth turn.
Select [ N-1 ] for interlocked pin closing
according to the angle detected by the balloon
sensor for the (n-1)th turn during the opera-
tion.
Select [ FIX ] for pin closing at the value set on
the function panel irrelevant to the weft flying
dispersion.
Normally select [ N ].

Reference: The pin-opening angle is set by
using the [ VALVE ] switch.

f) N-1 control: delay
This displays the value preset by the INITIAL
SETTING function. First run the machine with
this value.  When the machine state becomes
stabilized, touch the [ INFO ] switch.
With the displayed (n-2)th, (n-1)th, and nth tim-
ing values, calculate the close delay rate.

Close delay rate =

× 0.45 × 100
Set the result to the Close Delay Rate.
Example: (n-2)th value = 90°,

(n-1)th value = 130°,
nth value = 176°

Close delay rate =  × 0.45 × 100

= 51.75 = 52

• The close delay angle refers to an angle
from the (n-1)th angle to the pin close
angle, which is automatically determined
by the close delay rate.
Therefore, the pin closing angle may be
calculated by using the formula below.

Pin closing angle
    = (n-1)th turn + Close delay angle
    = (n-1)th turn + {(n-1)th turn - (n-2)th turn}

× 

nth value - (n-1)th value
(n-1)th value - (n-2)th value

176 - 130
130 - 90

"n-1" "n"
TW

1st turn 2nd turn 3rd turn

Closing delay angle

Open Close

Pin open Pin close

Winding sensor 
signal

Weft releasing

Electromagnetic 
pin operation

(Setting for 3 turns)

Close delay rate
100
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g ) fix control: close angle
Selecting [ FIX ] for pin close control causes
the pin to close at the angle set here irrelevant
to the weft flying dispersion.

h) ABS brake control
Selecting [ AUTO ] applies the ABS brake by
interlocking with pin closing.
Selecting [ FIX ] applies the ABS brake at the
set angle.
Use the [ VALVE ] switch to set the ABS brake
ON timing.

i) color use rate
Level the rpms of the drum motors for the arbi-
trary multi-color shift.  This will decrease the
tension of wefts between the drum and
cheese, lessening weft breaks.
• The typical setting is 100% at which the

drum motors are regularly controlled.
• Decreasing this rate will decrease the max-

imum rpms of the drum motors as well as
decreasing the acceleration and decelera-
tion of those motors.

• If you decrease this rate, increase the
amplifier gain to the extent that no weft
break will happen, which is more effective
for decreasing weft breaks.

• If you decrease this rate excessively, the
number of base turns for preparation will
become insufficient.

j) Stopping speed
You can select either [ STD ] or [ SLOW] .
Select [ SLOW ] for soft stopping of the wind-
ing arm upon stopping the loom or at end of
preliminary winding to eliminate any loosening
or kink in the preliminary winding that cannot
be handled by the tensor.

k) Base turn suppliance
Select the drum state (timing) for preliminary
winding on the drum for the number of turns
that has been released in the TAPO-1 shot
specification, etc.
[ STOPPING ] : Normally select STOPPING.
[ OPERATING ]: Select OPERATING to make

the tension during prelimi-
nary winding equal to that
during operation in the case
of stretch yarn weaving, etc.
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l ) If exceeds sensor limit
If [ WARNING ] is selected, an abnormality
exceeding the threshold set in m) is warned by
the alarm lamp and the respective error mes-
sage, but the loom operation continues.
If [ STOP ] has been selected, the machine
operation stops.
See “When the warning function is activated”
below for the warning function.

m) Limit gauge
You can set the abnormality threshold (number
of abnormal picks/sampling quantity) for warn-
ing.
If the number of abnormal picks in the sam-
pling quantity exceeds the threshold, abnor-
mality is judged.
Entry ranges : Sampling quantity: 1 to 100, 

Abnormality threshold: 0 to 100

If the winding sensor signal monitor detects a machine error

The “MORE WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS” or “FEWER WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS” message appears.
Take the necessary action given below.

For the “MORE WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS” message:
1) Wipe off fly or fleece from the electromagnetic pin, winding sensor, and their surroundings.
2) If a long pick has occurred, the weft flying state and the pin closing timing may not match each other.  So,

check the air pressure of the main nozzle and pin closing delay rate.
A long pick will be caused also if the base winding is out of shape due to excessive impact applied by
Tbw = Tw.  Check the breeze pressure, winding cover position and drum position.

3) Check the installation height of the winding sensor.
4) Replace the EDP inverter board or LH1 board (for color 1 or 2) (or the EDP interface board for colors 3 to 6).

For the “FEWER WINDING SENSOR SIGNALS” message:
1) Wipe off fly or fleece from the electromagnetic pin, winding sensor, and their surroundings.
2) If a short pick has occurred, check the back tension applied to a weft when the LH cutter cuts the weft.  If

the back tension is large, check the cutting blow pressure, installation height and sharpness of the LH
cutter, and front-to-rear position of the winding cover.

3) Replace the winding sensor.
4) Replace the EDP inverter board or LH1 board (for color 1 or 2) (or the EDP interface board for colors 3 to 6).
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Pin Assignment on Connectors

Check item Connector 
No.

Test 
pin Voltage level and waveform Description

+12 VDC CN5 6-8 +12 ±0.5 VDC Power source for analogue circuits
-12 VDC 9-8 -12 ±0.6 VDC —
+5 VDC 1-5 +5 ±0.2 VDC Power source for digital circuits

Solenoid 
drive signal

CN2 4-5

Solenoid drive current waveform

The left figure shows the drive current waveform 
for the solenoid.

Solenoid ON timing
The solenoid is activated when (1) the WF. 
RELEASE SW is turned on while the 
machine is on halt, or when (2) the crank 
reaches the release angle while the 
machine is in operation.
Solenoid OFF timing
The solenoid is deactivated when (1) the 
WF. RELEASE SW is turned off while the 
machine is on halt, or when (2) the crank 
reaches the stop angle while the machine 
is in operation.
Over-exciting current duration
The duration is provided to get higher sole-
noid responsiveness.  The duty is fixed to 
6  ms and not allowed to be modified.
Solenoid activation cycle

Wind sensor 
yarn signal

CN5 7-8

Normal waveform when
TURNS/PICK is 4.

Yarn signal
If the wind sensor detects a yarn, this sig-
nal goes Low (a negative-going pulse is 
issued).  The pulse width is 1.0 to 1.5 ms.
If the actual yarn count equals to the num-
ber preset by TURNS/PICK per pick when 
the machine is in operation,  the wind sen-
sor setting is normal.
The left waveform shows the normal pulse 
train when the TURNS/PICK is set to “4”.

Waveform lacking pulses

NOTE: If the waveform lacking pulses as shown
at left is issued in automatic operation, increase
the value of the wind sensor sensitivity level.

• CN5 • CN2

45V min.

13V min.

+1
0

12V

0 V

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

7 6 5 4
2 13
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Connector Location on Inverter Board

Circuit Board Location in Control Box

Inverter Boards

LH control box Control box for EDP 4-colors (colors 3 and 4)

Control box for EDP 6-colors (colors 3 to 6)

Inverter Boards

Control
Boards

Inverter
Boards

Inverter
Boards
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3) Extension (sensor)
n) N-1 setting angle

Set the anticipated crank angle at which the
(n-1)th turn of weft passes through the winding
sensor.
• Normally use the value set by the ICS.
• After machine operation starts, the mean

value of the actually detected timing for the
(n-1)th turn is displayed in the parentheses
on the right side of the set value.

o) N-1 range
The input signal from the balloon sensor in a
range within -X° to Y° from the set N-1 angle is
treated valid.
• Normally use the setting by ICS.

If the unwinding angle per turn is small
because of many number of windings, long or
short pick errors may be reduced by decreas-
ing this setting.

p) N setting angle
Set the anticipated crank angle at which the
nth turn of weft passes through the balloon
sensor.
• Normally use the setting by ICS.
• After machine operation starts, the mean

value of the actually detected timing for the
nth turn is displayed in the parentheses on
the right side of the set value.

"n-1" "n"
TW

1st turn 2nd turn 3rd turn

-X°   Detection range   Y°

Balloon sensor 
signal

Weft unwinding

N-1 setting angle (set value)
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q) N range
The input signal from the balloon sensor in a
range within -X° to Y° from the set N angle is
treated valid.
• Normally use the setting by ICS.

If the unwinding angle is small because of
many number of windings, long or short pick
errors may be reduced by decreasing this set-
ting.

r) Balloon sensor sensitivity
Set the sensitivity level of the winding sensor.
• The standard value is 3.
• Depending upon the yarn type or ambient

conditions, it is necessary to adjust the
sensitivity setting on the function panel.

s) Balloon sensor control
Select the balloon sensor signal to be used for
drum control.
N-1 or N setting angle is used for control if
[ ENTER ] is selected.
The mean value of the actually detected bal-
loon sensor signal is used for the control if
[ Mean ] is selected.
• Normally, [ Mean ] is to be used.

t) [ INITIALIZE ] switch
Touching this switch initializes the mean bal-
loon sensor signal value used for [ Mean ] in
balloon sensor control to N-1 and N setting
angles.
Use this switch when the mean values dis-
played in the N-1 setting angle and N setting
angle fields.

u) [ SENSOR FOLLOW-UP (100pick) ] switch
Touching this switch provides drum control
perfectly following the actually detected bal-
loon sensor signal for 100 picks thereafter.
(Since the N-1 setting angle, N-1 range, N set-
ting angle and N range are invalidated, use the
machine under the conditions for accurate
detection of the balloon sensor signal (fly
removal, clearance adjustment, etc.).
When N-1 and N setting angles are hard to be
obtained, use this function results n displaying
the mean values for 100 picks, which can be
input as the setting values.

X° Y°

TW

N setting angle

Detection range

1st turn 2nd turn
3rd 
turn
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[ 3 ] [ VALVE ] switch
The optimum timing for individual cloth to be woven
is set automatically by the ICS (initial condition set-
ting) function if necessary conditions are set using
the [ ICS ] switch in the SETTING sub-mode of the
FIXER mode.

Since the setting is rough, however, fine adjustment
for each fabric should be made especially when
any quality problem such as weft loosening or warp
mark is found.

Touching the [ VALVE ] switch displays the screen
shown at left.

The initial timing values for the main nozzle, individ-
ual sub-nozzles, the pin and the ABS (set by the
[ ICS ] switch) are displayed here.

Set or modify the timing for each of the main noz-
zle, each sub-nozzle, the pin and the ABS accord-
ing to the following procedure:

(1) Touch the [ MAIN ], [ SUB ] or [ EXHAUST ]
switch to select the screen for the item to be
set or modified.

(2) Touch  or  for the setting item to be modi-
fied, input the desired timing value by pressing
numeric keys 1 to 0 or by selection from the
pull-down menu, and touch the [ ENTER ]
switch.

(3) To set the same value for another item, touch
the [ COPY ] switch.

(4) Select the copied object and touch the
[ ENTER ] key.

(5) To copy the setting for color 1 to color 2, select
 color 1, select  color 2 then, and touch

the [ ENTER ] switch.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3.1 ] Setting on [ MAIN ] Switch Screen 
(Main nozzle/Tandem nozzle/Cutter/Cut 
blow/Pin/ABS timing)

(1) Pin
Set the timing of weft release from the electro-
magnetic pin on the electric drum. 

(2) Items related to ABS (option)
ABS....................... Set use or non-use of

ABS.
ABS (release) ....... Set the angle for the ABS

to release the weft upon
start of weft insertion.

ABS (brake) .......... Set the angle for the ABS
to brake the weft yarn.

ABS (pull back) ..... Set the weft yarn pull-back
angle.

Refer to section 5.5 Weft Tension Adjustment Unit
for the details of the setting values.

(3) Main, Tandem
1) Advanced Angle of Main Nozzles

The advanced angle of main nozzles refers to
how long (expressed in degrees of the crank
angle) the start of the main nozzle jetting is to
precede the weft release timing.

2) Jet End Timing of Main Nozzles
The standard jet end timings are listed at left.
If weft breaks or becomes slack, it is neces-
sary to modify the jet end timing.

3) Jet Timing of Tandem Nozzles
The standard jet timings are listed at left.
After adjustment, check the posture of weft
between each tandem nozzle and the corre-
sponding main nozzle by using a stroboscope
to see that the weft is not slack.

Therefore, 
Advanced angle = (Weft release timing - main noz-
zle ON timing)
The standard angle is –20°.

Yarn type

Spun yarns
Filament 

yarnsThick 
Medium

800 rpm 
or less

801 rpm 
or more

Jet end 
timing 180 170 160 180

Spun yarns Filament yarns
Jet start 
timing

Main nozzle 
timing + 5°

Main nozzle 
timing + 5°

Jet end 
timing

Main nozzle 
timing - 10°

Main nozzle 
timing - 30°
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(4) Cutter
Set the LH cutter timing.
Either the rotary solenoid type or the electro-
magnetic type is used on each machine.
See 3.5 Weft Cutter section for details of the
setting values.

(5) Cut blow
Set the operating crank angle for the jet valve
that prevents weft departure from the main
nozzle at the time of weft cutting by the LH cut-
ter.
It can be set for each color. The standard set-
ting is 10° - 50°.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3.2 ] Setting on [ SUB ] switch screen 
(sub nozzle timing)

The jet timing conditions of the sub nozzles may be
set on the function panel.

First, set the jet timings of the sub nozzles tempo-
rarily with the initial condition setting (ICS) function.
Adjust the electric drum timings, the jet timings and
air pressure of the main nozzles, the air pressure of
the sub nozzles so that Tw (weft arrival angle)
becomes from 230° to 240°. Then, run the machine
and check the weft flying state to make final set-
tings.

The [ SUB ] switch screen consists of several
pages. Touch switch 1 in the figure at left to display
the screen for setting the timing for the next sub
nozzle group.

(1) Standard sub nozzle timings
1) Jet start timing

a) Sub valve No. 1
Sub valve No. 1 should be activated at the
same timing as To.

b) Sub valves Nos. 2 and 3:
Sub valves Nos. 2 and 3 should be acti-
vated when the leading end of a weft
reaches the 1st of the sub nozzles con-
nected to a sub valve.

c) Sub valves No. 4 and the subsequent
valves:
Sub valves No. 4 and the subsequent
valves should be activated 5° earlier when
the leading end of a weft reaches the 1st
one of sub nozzles connected to a sub
valve.

2) Jet end timing
a) Jet start timing plus 60°
b) For the final sub valve only, the jet end tim-

ing should be set at 300°.

NOTE: The above settings are standard and
required to be slightly modified depending upon the
yarn quality, yarn count, and fabric texture.

1
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(2) Determination procedures of sub nozzle tim-
ings
The following two procedures are available for
the determination of sub nozzle timings:
A) Using a stroboscope (76201-00002)

For the handling of a stroboscope, refer to
Chapter G, Section G.3 Measuring Instru-
ments, Subsection G.3.2 Stroboscope.

( B) Using the weft arrival angles indicated on
the function panel
To display the weft arrival angles, touch the
[ INFO ] switch when the machine is in
operation.

Although a slight difference may result from the
above procedures, it is negligible.

What follows is a sample procedure for each of
those determination procedures.

Sample Conditions

Reed space 190 cm
Drawing-in width 1600 mm
Sub nozzle 
arrangement

1st position: 30 mm from the inlet
Middle positions: At intervals of 60 mm

Sub valve No. 1
Sub valve No. 2
Sub valve No. 3
Sub valve No. 4
Sub valve No. 5
Sub valve No. 6
Sub valve No. 7

Four-nozzle connection
Four-nozzle connection
Four-nozzle connection
Four-nozzle connection
Four-nozzle connection
Four-nozzle connection

Three-nozzle connection
Electromagnetic 
pin timing 70°

To 80°
Tw 230°
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
A) Determination procedure with a stroboscope
1) Use stroboscope 1 and first check To.  Next,

check the crank angles at which weft yarn 2
arrives at the 1st nozzle of each sub valve;
that is,
• at the 2nd sub nozzle from the left

(2nd nozzle of sub valve No. 1)
• at the 6th sub nozzle

(2nd nozzle of sub valve No. 2)
• at the 10th sub nozzle

(2nd nozzle of sub valve No. 3).
• at the 14th sub nozzle

(2nd nozzle of sub valve No. 4).
The above is for the first half, and the following
for the latter half.
• at the 17th sub nozzle

(1st nozzle of sub valve No. 5).
• at the 21th sub nozzle

(1st nozzle of sub valve No. 6).
• at the 25th sub nozzle

(1st nozzle of sub valve No. 7).
2) If the results fluctuate as shown below, adopt

the earlier angle.
2nd nozzle: 98° to 100°
6th nozzle: 114° to 116°
10th nozzle: 130° to 132°
14th nozzle: 148° to 150°
17th nozzle: 159° to 161°
21th nozzle: 183° to 185°
25th nozzle: 198° to 200°

If the lowest digit is from 0° to 4° round it off to
0°; if 5° to 9°, round it off to 5°. (in increments
of 5°).

3) Accordingly, the weft arrival angles are
2nd nozzle: 100°
6th nozzle: 115°
10th nozzle: 130°
14th nozzle: 150°
17th nozzle: 160°
21th nozzle: 185°
25th nozzle: 200°

2

1
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
4) Based on the above angles, determine the jet
start and stop angles for each valve as listed
below:

*1 Jet end timing = Jet start timing + sub valve
opening.
The opening is 40° in this example, but it
should be varied according to the material and
yarn count.
The OFF timing values for the three final
valves should be fixed at 280°, 300° and 300°.
(The OFF timing values for the four final
valves should be 260°, 280° 300° and 300°.)

*2 If stretch valves are used, they should be fixed
at 270°, 290° and 290°.  See 5.1.8.
(The OFF timing values for the four final
valves should be 260°, 270° , 290° and 290°.)

5) After setting the above timings, run the weav-
ing machine and check that Tw is within 230°.

Sub valve No. Jet start timing Jet end timing*
1 100º 140º
2 115º 155º
3 130º 170º
4 150º 190º
5 170º 280º
6 190º 300º
7 210º 300º
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3.3 ] Setting on [ EXHAUST ] Switch Screen
(Stretch nozzle/Stretch blow/Main 
exhaust/Sub exhaust 1/Sub exhaust 2 
timing)

(1) Stretch nozzle (option)
Set the valve jet timing for the weft tensioning
device. The timing can be set for each color.
Refer to 5.1.8 Weft tensioning device for
details.

(2) Stretch blow
Set the jet timing for the selvage weave back
prevention device installed on the temple por-
tion at the right edge of the cloth and the
stretch blow jet timing for releasing the weft
yarn sucked into the stretch nozzle. 
Adjust flow rate of the selvage weave back
prevention blow by the throttle valve installed
in the blow nozzle portion.
Refer to 5.16 Weft stretch yarn device for the
stretch blow.
The same valve is used for these.

(3) Main exhaust (option)
Set the ON timing for the main nozzle pres-
sure exhaust valve.
Refer to 5.1.9 Main Nozzle Pressure Exhaust
Valve section for details.

(4) Sub exhaust 1, 2 (option)
Set the sub nozzle pressure exhaust valve ON
timing.
Refer to 5.1.10 Sub Nozzle Pressure Exhaust
Valve section for details.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 4 ] [ PATTERN ] Switch
This switch is used to select or display the picking
patterns and the number of picks.

The setting screen called up by this switch and the
setting procedure differ depending upon the options
and specifications as listed below.

[ 4.1 ] Without electronic dobby and without 
electronically controlled take-up 
motion (border weaving type)

When the machine is equipped with neither elec-
tronic dobby nor electronically controlled take-up
motion, this [ PATTERN ] switch allows you to refer
to or select the desired starting pick and picking
pattern.

Setting change by the [ PATTERN ] switch, how-
ever, is disabled during operation.

Touching the [ PATTERN ] switch displays the
screen shown at left. The step with sky blue back-
ground in the Step column is the current step.

Step Indicates the line number of the weaving
pattern program. Maximum number of
steps: 5000 (1 to 5000 steps)

Color Used to enter the drum number.

Repeat Used to enter the number of repetitions of
a sequence of steps. Input a numeral
(number of repetitions) at the sequence
starting step and * at the ending step.
Maximum number of repetitions: 999

Electronic Dobby 
(Option)

Electronically controlled 
take-up motion

(Option)
Reference

No No [ 4.1 ]
Yes No [ 4.2 ]
Yes Yes [ 4.3 ]
No Yes [ 4.4 ]
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
Basic Setting Procedure
Set the color and number of repeats as follows:
(1) Touch the [ STANDARD ] switch.
(2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.

S (3) To set a color, touch the Color column at the
desired step. The color selection box appears.
Select the desired color.
Meaning of symbols re as follows:
# : Skipped pick
0 : No input (end of weft pattern)
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the color setting operation.

(4) To set the number of repetitions, touch the
Repeat column at the desired step. Since
numeric keys appear, input the number of rep-
etitions at the desired sequence starting step
and * at the desired sequence ending step.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the number of repeats setting
operation.

(5) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [ Jump ] to jump to the input step.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
(6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.

Extended function setting procedure
Set the extended function as follows.

Normally, it is unnecessary to set this function
especially.
(1) Touching the [ EXTENSION ] switch displays

the [ Ave ] and [ Sheet ] columns.
[ Ave ] : Specify the undesired pick as the

weft flying control data. 
(Specify the pick such as the first
pick such as the first pick of the
color in restarting weft insertion,
after waiting for a long pick, that is
different from the normal weft
inserting condition.)

[ Sheet ] : Set when the sheet counter is
used. 
(Normally set it at about the 5th
pick after the end of one pattern
repetition.)

(2) Touch [ SETTING START ].
(3) Touch ○ at each pick desired for [ Ave ] or

[ Sheet ] to turn it into ● .
(4) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]

switch.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
Line deletion, insertion or copy
• Line deletion

To delete a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ DELETE ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for deletion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be deleted
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) disappear and the subse-
quent lines come up.

• Line insertion
To insert a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ INSERT ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for insertion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be added
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) is added and the subse-
quent lines go down.

• Line copying
A line in a pattern can be copied to another
line. 
Touch the [ COPY ] switch.
The box for specifying the contents to be cop-
ied appears. Input as follows:
[ Source ] : Source line for copying
[ Destination ] : Destination line for copying
[ Repeat count ] :Number of copy repetitions

 Overwrite : The destination is overwrit-
ten by the copied contents

 Insert Insertion to the destination
(subsequent lines go down)

[ Copy item ] : Selection of item desired to
be copied

Then, touch the [ ENTER ] key.
The copy is made as specified.
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Weaving pattern name or test pattern regis-
tration

• Weaving pattern name registration
The generated weaving pattern name can be
registered in .
The weaving pattern can be checked by its
name when the machine conditions are regis-
tered by the [ MEMORY ] function.
Touching the box  beside the weaving
pattern displays the name registration screen.
Display the keyboard, input the name from the
keyboard and touch the [ ENTER ] key.
The name appears in  on the right side
of the Weaving Pattern.

• Test pattern registration
Up to three test patterns can be registered
aside from the weaving pattern. (The maxi-
mum number of picks for the test pattern is
30.)
Touching [1], [2] or [3] next to the test pattern
displays the test pattern setting screen. Set
the test pattern in the same way as for the
weaving pattern registration.

Setting Procedure for Pattern Matching (Cur-
rent Step)

Touch the [ START PICK ] for pattern matching
(current position setting). Since the screen for set-
ting the step and number of repetitions appear,
input as follows:

[ Step ] : Desired step

[ Repeat] : Repeat number when the desired step
exists within a pattern repetition.

Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.

The background of the specified steps turns blue to
indicate the current position.
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
■ [ 4.2 ] With electronic dobby and without 
electronically controlled take-up 
motion (border weaving type)

When the machine has an electronic dobby without
electronically controlled take-up motion, this
[ PATTERN ] switch allows you to refer to or set
dobby patterns.

Setting change by the [ PATTERN ] switch, how-
ever, is disabled during machine operation.

Touching the [ PATTERN ] switch displays the
screen shown at left.

The current step is the one whose background is
blue in the [ Step ] column.

Step Indicates the line number of the weav-
ing pattern program.
Maximum number of steps: 5000 (1-
5000 steps)

Color Used to enter the drum No.

Repeat Used to enter the number of repetitions
of a step sequence from a given step to
another. Enter the number of repetitions
at the sequence starting step and * at
the sequence ending step.
Maximum number of steps in a repeat
sequence: 999

● and ○ Used to set the dobby weaving pattern.
● : Heald frame upper shed
○ : Heald frame lower shed
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Cautions for pattern setting for a machine
with electronic dobby

When the machine is equipped with the electronic
dobby, [ SYNCHRONISE/ASYNCHRONOUS ] can
be selected. 

• [ SYNCHRONISE ]
Weft-related steps and pattern steps are exe-
cuted always in the same positions. 
Since weaving is controlled in a weft-related
step, repetition occurs with the step immedi-
ately before the one with 0 in its color column
as the final step of the pattern. 
Be careful since weaving occurs with lower
shedding for all healds if the pattern setting is
○ for all healds in a step where other than 0 is
specified in its color column. 

• [ ASYNCHRONOUS ]
Weft related steps and pattern steps are exe-
cuted independently.
Weft-related steps are repeated with the step
the step immediate before the one with 0 in its
color column as the final step of the pattern.

• For [ SYNCHRONISE/ASYNCHRONOUS ]
selection, touch the [Warp-weft-**] switch in
succession to the [ SETTING START ] switch.
Since the box for SYNCHRONISE/ASYN-
CHRONOUS selection appears, select the
desired one and touch the [ ENTER ] key.

• Explanation on [ SYNCHRONISE/
ASYNCHRONOUS ] 
The difference between these operations is
explained for the case of the setting pattern
shown at left.

(1) [ SYNCHRONISE ]
In the weaving pattern, steps 1 to 4 are
repeated.

(2) [ ASYNCHRONOUS ]
In weft-related steps, steps 1 to 4 are
repeated.
In the weaving pattern, steps 1 to 5 are
repeated.

7 0 0
6 0 0
5 0 0
4 2 0
3 1 0
2 2 0
1 1 0

Step Color Repeat
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Basic Setting Procedure
(1) Set the color and number of repeats as fol-

lows:
1) Touch the [ STANDARD ] switch.
2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.
3) To set a color, touch the Color column at the

desired step. The color selection box appears.
Select the desired color.
Meaning of symbols are as follows:
# : Skipped pick
0 : No input (end of weft pattern)
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the color setting operation.

4) To set the number of repetitions, touch the
Repeat column at the desired step. Since
numeric keys appear, input the number of rep-
etitions at the desired sequence starting step
and * at the desired sequence ending step.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the number of repeats setting
operation.

5) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [Jump] to jump to the input step.

6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.
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(2) Dobby weaving pattern setting
1) Touch the [ HARNESS ] switch.
2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.
3) In the upper “Use Harness” line, touch ○ for

each heald used to turn it to ● .
4) Touch the ○ in each step line to input the

desired weaving pattern as follows:
● : Heald upper shedding
○ : Heald lower shedding
Touch the [ REVERSE ] key for inversion
between ○ and ● for all picks for the speci-
fied heald. Touching the [ REVERSE ] key dis-
plays the box for selecting the healds to be
inverted. After setting □ to ■ for the healds
desired to be inverted and touch the [ ENTER ]
switch. Upon returning to the initial screen, ○
and ● for the selected healds are inverted. 

5) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [Jump] to jump to the input step.

6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.
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Extended function setting procedure
Set the extended function as follows.

Normally, it is unnecessary to set this function
especially.
(1) Touching the [ EXTENSION ] switch displays

the [ Ave ] and [ Sheet ] columns.
[ Ave ] : Specify the undesired pick as the

weft flying control data. (Specify the
pick such as the first pick of the
color in restarting weft insertion,
after waiting for a long pick, that is
different from the normal weft
inserting condition.)

[ Sheet ]: Set when the sheet counter is
used. (Normally set it at about the
5th pick after the end of one pattern
repetition.)

(2) Touch [ SET ].
(3) Touch ○ at each pick desired for [ Ave ] or

[ Sheet ] to turn it into ● .
(4) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]

switch.

Line deletion, insertion or copy
• Line deletion

To delete a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ DELETE ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for deletion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be deleted
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) disappear and the subse-
quent lines come up.

• Line insertion
To insert a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ INSERT ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for insertion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be added
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) is added and the subse-
quent lines go down.
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• Line copying
A line in a pattern can be copied to another
line. 
Touch the [ COPY ] switch.
The box for specifying the contents to be cop-
ied appears. Input as follows:
[ Source ] : Source line for copying
[ Destination ] : Destination line for copying
[ Repeat count ] : Number of copy repetitions

 Overwrite : The destination is overwrit-
ten by the copied contents

 Insertion : Insertion to the destination
(subsequent lines go down)

[ Copy item ] : Selection of item desired to
be copied

Then, touch the [ ENTER ] key.
The copy is made as specified.

Weaving pattern name or test pattern regis-
tration

• Weaving pattern name registration
The generated weaving pattern name can be
registered in .
The weaving pattern can be checked by its
name when the machine conditions are regis-
tered by the [ MEMORY ] function.
Touching the box  beside the
[ PATTERN ] displays the name registration
screen. Display the keyboard, input the name
from the keyboard and touch the [ ENTER ]
key.
The name appears in  on the right side
of the [ PATTERN ].

• Test pattern registration
Up to three test patterns can be registered
aside from the weaving pattern. (The maxi-
mum number of picks for the test pattern is
30.)
Touching [ 1 ], [ 2 ] or [ 3 ] next to the [ Test
pattern ] displays the test pattern setting
screen. Set the test pattern in the same way
as for the weaving pattern registration.
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Setting Procedure for Pattern Matching (Cur-
rent Step)

Pattern matching (current position setting) is made
in two ways [ SYNCHRONISE/ASYNCHRONOUS ] .
(1) Pattern matching in [ SYNCHRONISE ]

Touching the [ START PICK ] key displays the
screen for setting the steps and number of rep-
etitions. Specify the position by the weft step.
[ Step ] : Desired step
[Repeat ] : Repeat number when the desired

step exists within a pattern repeti-
tion.

Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The background of the specified steps turns
blue to indicate the current position.

(2) Pattern matching in [ ASYNCHRONOUS ] 
Touching the [ START PICK ] key displays the
screen for setting the steps and number of rep-
etitions. Weft and warp steps can be specified
independently.
Weft [ Step ] : Desired step
[ Repeat ] : Repeat number when the

desired step exists within a pat-
tern repetition.

Warp [ Step ]: Desired step
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The background of the specified weft step
turns to blue to indicate the current weft step
position.
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[ 4.3 ] With both electronic dobby and elec-
tronically controlled take-up motion 
(border weaving type)

When the machine has an electronic dobby and an
electronically controlled take-up motion, this
[ PATTERN ] switch allows you to refer to or set
dobby patterns and the yarn density.

Setting change by the [ PATTERN ] switch, how-
ever, is disabled during machine operation.

Touching the [ PATTERN ] switch displays the
screen shown at left.

The current step is the one whose background is
blue in the [ Step ] column.

Step Indicates the line number of the weav-
ing pattern program.
Maximum number of steps: 5000 (1-
5000 steps)

Color Used to enter the drum No.

Repeat Used to enter the number of repetitions
of a step sequence from a given step to
another. Enter the number of repetitions
at the sequence starting step and * at
the sequence ending step.
Maximum number of steps in a repeat
sequence: 999

Density Used to enter the number of weft yarns
per inch or cm.
Set the unit by the [ DENSITY ] switch
below.
Density range: Determined according to
the machine specification.

Cfc When a numeric value is input here, the
take-up surface roller is rotated as
many turns after the end of weft inser-
tion in that step and before transition to
the next step for cloth fell travel. 
If input for the final step of a repeated
step sequence, it is applied only after
the end of the final step.
A positive sign (+) indicates cloth fell
travel in the forward direction, and a
negative sign (–) in the reverse direc-
tion.
Allowable cloth fell travel range: –1.99
to +1.99

● and ○ Used to set the dobby weaving pattern.
● : Heald frame upper shed
○ : Heald frame lower shed
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Cautions for pattern setting for a machine
with electronic dobby

When the machine is equipped with the electronic
dobby, warp-weft SYNCHRONISE or ASYNCHRO-
NOUS operation can be selected.

• [ SYNCHRONISE ]
Weft-related steps and pattern steps are exe-
cuted always in the same positions. 
Since weaving is controlled in a weft-related
step, repetition occurs with the step immedi-
ately before the one with 0 in its color column
as the final step of the pattern. 
Be careful since weaving occurs with lower
shedding for all healds if the pattern setting is
○ for all healds in a step where other than 0 is
specified in its color column. 

• [ ASYNCHRONOUS ]
Weft related steps and pattern steps are exe-
cuted independently.
Weft-related steps are repeated with the step
the step immediate before the one with 0 in its
color column as the final step of the pattern.

• For [ SYNCHRONISE/ASYNCHRONOUS ]
selection, touch the [Warp-weft-**] switch in
succession to the [ SETTING START ] switch.
Since the box for SYNCHRONISE/ASYN-
CHRONOUS selection appears, select the
desired one and touch the [ ENTER ] key.

• Explanation on [ SYNCHRONISE/
ASYNCHRONOUS ] 
The difference between these operations is
explained for the case of the setting pattern
shown at left.

(1) [ SYNCHRONISE ]
In the weaving pattern, steps 1 to 4 are
repeated.

(2) [ ASYNCHRONOUS ]
In weft-related steps, steps 1 to 4 are
repeated.
In the weaving pattern, steps 1 to 5 are
repeated.

7 0 0
6 0 0
5 0 0
4 2 0
3 1 0
2 2 0
1 1 0

Step Color Repeat
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Basic Setting Procedure
(1) Set the color, number of repeats and cloth fell

travel as follows:
1) Touch the [ STANDART ] switch.
2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.
3) To set a color, touch the Color column at the

desired step. The color selection box appears.
Select the desired color.
Meaning of symbols are as follows:
# : Skipped pick
0 : No input (end of weft pattern)
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the color setting operation.

4) To set the number of repetitions, touch the
Repeat column at the desired step. Since
numeric keys appear, input the number of rep-
etitions at the desired sequence starting step
and * at the desired sequence ending step.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the number of repeats setting
operation.

5) To set the weft yarn density, touch the Density
column for the desired step. Since numeric
keys appear, input the desired weft yarn den-
sity.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the weft yarn density setting
operation.
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To set the unit of density, touch the [ Density/**
**% ] switch.
Boxes for setting the unit of density and den-
sity correction rate appear.
[ Density unit ] : Select /inch or /cm.
[ Density ratio ] : Input the correction rate

(normally 100% ).
(Take-up control is performed to make the weft
yarn density equal the following:
(Density set in the Density column) × (Density
correction rate).
If the density correction rate is 100%, there-
fore, it is controlled according to the density
specified in the Density column.
If it is desired to increase the density (by 3%,
for example) as a whole since the actual
length of the cloth for one repeated pattern is
longer than the expected length, set the
[ Density ratio ] at 103%.) 
Then, touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
You can convert the set density as a group by
use of the [ Convert ] switch. Touching the
[ Convert ] switch displays the conversion set-
ting boxes.

 －＞ : For conversion from the
value on the left side to the value on the right
side.
Input the desired value and touch the
[ ENTER ] switch.

6) To set the cloth fell travel, touch the Cfc col-
umn of the desired step. Since numeric keys
appear, input the desired cloth fell travel. 
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step, and touch
[ Close ] to end cloth fell travel setting.

NOTE: If a heavy or light filling bar appears
between patterns during weaving, set the
travel as follows:

• Make the total cloth fell travel in the set pat-
tern equal ±0 mm per one pattern cycle. If it
is not made ±0 mm, the calculated cloth
length based on 1/(weft yarn density) × (1 –
contraction rate) is different from the actual.

• Set the cloth fell travel frequency to once
per 50 picks or more in average.

• If the cloth fell travel frequency is increased
beyond this level, heat generation may
occur due to increased load of the take-up
motor.
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7) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [Jump] to jump to the input step.

6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.
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(2) Dobby weaving pattern setting
1) Touch the [ HARNESS ] switch.
2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.
3) In the upper “Use Harness” line, touch ○ for

each heald used to turn it to ● .
4) Touch the ○ in each step line to input the

desired weaving pattern as follows:
● : Heald upper shedding
○ : Heald lower shedding
Touch the [ REVERSE ] key for inversion
between ○ and ● for all picks for the speci-
fied heald. Touching the [ REVERSE ] key dis-
plays the box for selecting the healds to be
inverted. After setting □ to ■ for the healds
desired to be inverted and touch the [ ENTER ]
switch. Upon returning to the initial screen, ○
and ● for the selected healds are inverted. 

5) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [Jump] to jump to the input step.

6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.
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Extended function setting procedure
Set the extended function as follows.

Normally, it is unnecessary to set this function
especially.
(1) Touch the [ EXTENTION ] switch. The [ Ave ],

[ Sheet ] and [ Take-Stop ] columns appear.
[ Ave ] : Specify the undesired pick as

the weft flying control data.
(Specify the pick such as the
first pick of the color in restart-
ing weft insertion, after waiting
for a long pick, that is different
from the normal weft inserting
condition.)

[ Sheet ] : Set when the sheet counter is
used. (Normally set it at about
the 5th to 6th pick after the end
of one pattern repetition.)

[ Take-Stop ] : Specify the pick where take-up
is to be stopped. (Frequent
stopping will increase the take-
up motor load to cause over-
heating.)

(2) Touch [ SETTING START ].
(3) Touch ○ at each pick desired for [ Ave ],

[ Sheet ] or [ Take-Stop ] to turn it into ● .
(4) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]

switch.
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Line deletion, insertion or copy
• Line deletion

To delete a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ DELETE ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for deletion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be deleted
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) disappear and the subse-
quent lines come up.

• Line insertion
To insert a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ INSERT ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for insertion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be added
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) is added and the subse-
quent lines go down.

• Line copying
A line in a pattern can be copied to another
line. 
Touch the [ COPY ] switch.
The box for specifying the contents to be cop-
ied appears. Input as follows:
[ Source ] : Source line for copying
[ Destination ] : Destination line for copying
[ Repeat count ] : Number of copy repetitions

 Overwrite : The destination is overwrit-
ten by the copied contents

 Insertion : Insertion to the destination
(subsequent lines go down)

[ Copy item ] : Selection of item desired to
be copied

Then, touch the [ ENTER ] key.
The copy is made as specified.
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Weaving pattern name or test pattern regis-
tration

• Weaving pattern name registration
The generated weaving pattern name can be
registered in .
The weaving pattern can be checked by its
name when the machine conditions are regis-
tered by the [ MEMORY ] function.
Touching the box  beside the
[ PATTERN ] displays the name registration
screen. Display the keyboard, input the name
from the keyboard and touch the [ ENTER ]
key.
The name appears in  on the right side
of the [ PATTERN ].

• Test pattern registration
Up to three test patterns can be registered
aside from the weaving pattern. (The maxi-
mum number of picks for the test pattern is
30.)
Touching [ 1 ], [ 2 ] or [ 3 ] next to the [ Test
pattern ] displays the test pattern setting
screen. Set the test pattern in the same way
as for the weaving pattern registration.
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Setting Procedure for Pattern Matching (Cur-
rent Step)

Pattern matching (current position setting) is made
in two ways [ SYNCHRONISE/
ASYNCHRONOUS ].

1) Pattern matching in [ SYNCHRONISE ]
Touching the [ START PICK ] key displays the
screen for setting the steps and number of rep-
etitions. Specify the position by the weft step.
[ Step ] : Desired step
[ Repeat ] : Repeat number when the desired

step exists within a pattern repeti-
tion.

Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The background of the specified steps turns
blue to indicate the current position.

2) Pattern matching in  [ ASYNCHRONOUS ]
Touching the [ START PICK ] key displays the
screen for setting the steps and number of rep-
etitions. Weft and warp steps can be specified
independently.
Weft [ Step ] : Desired step
[ Repeat ] : Repeat number when the

desired step exists within a
pattern repetition.

Warp [ Step ] : Desired step
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The background of the specified weft step
turns to blue to indicate the current weft step
position.
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[ 4.4 ] Without electronic dobby and with 
electronically controlled take-up 
motion (border weaving type)

When the machine has no electronic dobby but an
electronically controlled take-up motion, this
[ PATTERN ] switch allows you to refer to or set
dobby patterns and the yarn density.

Setting change by the [ PATTERN ] switch, how-
ever, is disabled during machine operation.

Touching the [ PATTERN ] switch displays the
screen shown at left.

The current step is the one whose background is
blue in the [ Step ] column.

Step Indicates the line number of the weaving
pattern program.
Maximum number of steps: 5000 (1-5000
steps)

Color Used to enter the drum No.

Repeat Used to enter the number of repetitions of
a step sequence from a given step to
another. Enter the number of repetitions
at the sequence starting step and * at the
sequence ending step.
Maximum number of steps in a repeat
sequence: 999

Density Used to enter the number of weft yarns
per inch or cm.
Set the unit by the [ DENSITY ] switch
below.
Density range: Determined according to
the machine specification.

Cfc When a numeric value is input here, the
take-up surface roller is rotated as many
turns after the end of weft insertion in that
step and before transition to the next step
for cloth fell travel. 
If input for the final step of a repeated
step sequence, it is applied only after the
end of the final step.
A positive sign (+) indicates cloth fell
travel in the forward direction, and a neg-
ative sign (–) in the reverse direction.
Allowable cloth fell travel range: –1.99 to
+1.99
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Basic Setting Procedure
Set the color, number of repeats and cloth fell travel
as follows:
(1) Touch the [ STANDART ] switch.
(2) Touch the [ SETTING START ] switch.
(3) To set a color, touch the Color column at the

desired step. The color selection box appears.
Select the desired color.
Meaning of symbols are as follows:
# : Skipped pick
0 : No input (end of weft pattern)
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the color setting operation.

(4) To set the number of repetitions, touch the
Repeat column at the desired step. Since
numeric keys appear, input the number of rep-
etitions at the desired sequence starting step
and * at the desired sequence ending step.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the number of repeats setting
operation.

( (5) To set the weft yarn density, touch the Density
column for the desired step. Since numeric
keys appear, input the desired weft yarn den-
sity.
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step and
[ Close ] to end the weft yarn density setting
operation.
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To set the unit of density, touch the [ Density/**
**% ] switch.
Boxes for setting the unit of density and den-
sity correction rate appear.
[ Density unit ] : Select /inch or /cm.
[ Density ratio ] : Input the correction rate

(normally 100% ).
(Take-up control is performed to make the weft
yarn density equal the following:
(Density set in the Density column) × (Density
correction rate).
If the density correction rate is 100%, there-
fore, it is controlled according to the density
specified in the Density column.
If it is desired to increase the density (by 3%,
for example) as a whole since the actual
length of the cloth for one repeated pattern is
longer than the expected length, set the
[ Density ratio ] at 103%.) 
Then, touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
You can convert the set density as a group by
use of the [ Convert ] switch. Touching the
[ Convert ] switch displays the conversion set-
ting boxes.

 －＞ : For conversion from the
value on the left side to the value on the right
side.
Input the desired value and touch the
[ ENTER ] switch.

6) To set the cloth fell travel, touch the Cfc col-
umn of the desired step. Since numeric keys
appear, input the desired cloth fell travel. 
Touch [ Next ] to go to the next step, and touch
[ Close ] to end cloth fell travel setting.

NOTE: If a heavy or light filling bar appears
between patterns during weaving, set the
travel as follows:

• Make the total cloth fell travel in the set pat-
tern equal ±0 mm per one pattern cycle. If it
is not made ±0 mm, the calculated cloth
length based on 1/(weft yarn density) × (1 –
contraction rate) is different from the actual.

• Set the cloth fell travel frequency to once
per 50 picks or more in average.

• If the cloth fell travel frequency is increased
beyond this level, heat generation may
occur due to increased load of the take-up
motor.
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7) Use the scroll keys (triangular keys) or the
jump key (arrow key) at the left end for transi-
tion from the current screen to a preceding or
succeeding screen. Touch the scroll key ( 
or  ) for scrolling by 2 steps each or the
scroll key (  or  ) for scrolling by 5 steps
each.
Touching the jump key  displays the box for
step input. Input a numeral for the desired step
and touch [Jump] to jump to the input step.

6) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]
switch.
The confirmation screen appears. If the setting
is OK, touch the [ YES ] switch.
To interrupt the setting, press the
[ INTERRUPT ] switch, and the screen will
return to the initial one.

NOTE: If any setting error is found, the check func-
tion displays the error message and turns the back-
ground of the line where the error exists into red.
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Extended function setting procedure
Set the extended function as follows.

Normally, it is unnecessary to set this function
especially.
(1) Touch the [ EXTENTION ] switch. The [ Ave ],

[ Sheet ] and [ Take-Stop ] columns appear.
[ Ave ] : Specify the undesired pick as

the weft flying control data.
(Specify the pick such as the
first pick of the color in restart-
ing weft insertion, after waiting
for a long pick, that is different
from the normal weft inserting
condition.)

[ Sheet ] : Set when the sheet counter is
used. (Normally set it at about
the 5th to 6th pick after the end
of one pattern repetition.)

[ Take-Stop ] : Specify the pick where take-up
is to be stopped. (Frequent
stopping will increase the take-
up motor load to cause over-
heating.)

(2) Touch [ SETTING START ].
(3) Touch ○ at each pick desired for [ Ave ],

[ Sheet ] or [ Take-Stop ] to turn it into ● .
(4) After completion of setting, touch the [ SET ]

switch.
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Line deletion, insertion or copy
• Line deletion

To delete a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ DELETE ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for deletion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be deleted
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) disappear and the subse-
quent lines come up.

• Line insertion
To insert a line after completion of pattern set-
ting, touch the [ INSERT ] switch.
Since the box for specifying the object line
appears, input as follows:
[ Step ] : The first line for insertion
[ Lines ]: Number of lines to be added
Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.
The specified line(s) is added and the subse-
quent lines go down.

• Line copying
A line in a pattern can be copied to another
line. 
Touch the [ COPY ] switch.
The box for specifying the contents to be cop-
ied appears. Input as follows:
[ Source ] : Source line for copying
[ Destination ] : Destination line for copying
[ Repeat count ] : Number of copy repetitions

 Overwrite : The destination is overwrit-
ten by the copied contents

 Insertion : Insertion to the destination
(subsequent lines go down)

[ Copy item ] : Selection of item desired to
be copied

Then, touch the [ ENTER ] key.
The copy is made as specified.
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Weaving pattern name or test pattern regis-
tration

• Weaving pattern name registration
The generated weaving pattern name can be
registered in .
The weaving pattern can be checked by its
name when the machine conditions are regis-
tered by the [ MEMORY ] function.
Touching the box  beside the
[ PATTERN ] displays the name registration
screen. Display the keyboard, input the name
from the keyboard and touch the [ ENTER ]
key.
The name appears in  on the right side
of the [ PATTERN ].

• Test pattern registration
Up to three test patterns can be registered
aside from the weaving pattern. (The maxi-
mum number of picks for the test pattern is
30.)
Touching [ 1 ], [ 2 ] or [ 3 ] next to the [ Test
pattern ] displays the test pattern setting
screen. Set the test pattern in the same way
as for the weaving pattern registration.

Setting Procedure for Pattern Matching 
(Current Step)

Touch the [ START PICK ] for pattern matching
(current position setting). Since the screen for set-
ting the step and number of repetitions appear,
input as follows:

[ Step ] : Desired step

[ Repeat ] : Repeat number when the desired step
exists within a pattern repetition.

Then touch the [ ENTER ] switch.

The background of the specified steps turns blue to
indicate the current position.
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5.1.7 Jet Pressure Adjustment of 
Main and Sub Nozzles

The jet pressure adjusters for the main and sub
nozzles are located at the left side of left frame 1.

The figure at left shows the arrangement of the
pressure adjuster dials for the 2-color versions.

M1 : Dial 2 for main nozzle No. 1
M2 : Dial 3 for main nozzle No. 2
M3 : Dial 4 for main nozzle No. 3
M4 : Dial 5 for main nozzle No. 4
S : Dial 6 for sub nozzle
SE : Dial 7 for sub-end nozzle

Beneath the above dials are the following accord-
ing to the specifications:

CU : Dial for cutting blow
C : Dial for optional TAPO movable cutter
BL : Dial for TAPO blow
MB : Main-nozzle breeze adjuster dial  (for

adjusting the breeze while the machine
is in operation)

NI : Dial for TAPO nip roller
SU : Dial for TAPO suction

[ 1 ] Pressure Adjustment Procedure
(1) Connect plug 3 of master gauge 2 (76201-

00010) to coupler 1.

NOTE: For the handling of the master gauge,
refer to Chapter G, Section G.3, Subsection
G.3.1 Air Pressure Gauge.

(2) Conversion of pressure values
When using the pressure gauge whose mea-
suring unit is kilo Pascal (kPa), convert the
measured values as follows:
1 kg/cm2 = 0.098MPa

S M1 M3

M2
M4

SE

DP

PU

M1

M2

M3

M4

1

7 3 5

6 2 4

MB

CU
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(3) While keeping the pressure difference among the main nozzle pressure PM, sub nozzle pressure PS,
and sub-end nozzle pressure PE as listed below by reading the air pressure on master gauge 2, adjust
dials 2 through 5 to obtain the target TW.

For spun yarns
Main nozzle pressure PM = Pressure which makes Tw 230°-240°
Sub nozzle pressure PS = PM (Without tandem nozzle)

PS = PM + 0.05MPa (0.5 kg/cm2) (With tandem nozzle)
Sub-end nozzle pressure PE = PS + 0.1MPa (1.0 kg/cm2)

For filament yarns
Main nozzle pressure PM = Pressure which makes Tw 230°-240°
Sub nozzle pressure PS = PM + 0.1MPa (1.0 kg/cm2)

If wefts are broken or loosened, make fine adjustment of the air pressures above.

Cautions for Use of Pressure Gauge
Pay attention to the following points when inserting a pressure gauge.

(1) Hold the knurled knob portion when inserting
the pressure gauge.
If the pressure gauge is inserted while pushing
the pusher portion, the life of the chucking
mechanism in the pressure gauge coupler
may become shortened.
For replacement of the pressure gauge cou-
pler, see [3.5] centralized regulator section on
page M2-16.

(1) Do not insert while pushing the release bush
with the pusher. Use the pusher only at the
time of extraction.

(2) Pusher (plastic portion)
(3) Release bush (plastic portion of the pressure

port)

 Correct insertion method

(1)

× Wrong insertion method

(1)(2)(3)
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[ 2 ] Weft Arrival Angle Tw
The Tw (Timing of weft) means the crank angle
when a weft yarn, which was measured and wound
on the electric drum, has reached the WF1 feeler.

(The TW pulse means the weft arrival timing
expressed in number of pulses.)

How to check Tw
a) Run the machine and touch the [ INFO ] switch

located at the right end of the screen.
The average of sampled timings of weft (Tw)
will appear on the RPM screen.

b) Use a stroboscope to observe weft yarn 2
wound on measuring band 1 of the electric
drum.  The moment the weft is fed through
warps and locked with plunger 3, read crank
angle Tbw.  Check that the difference between
Tw  and Tbw is within the range from 5° to
15°(when the Tw pulse is set to 2).

NOTE: If the difference exceeds 18°, the sub noz-
zle pressure is improper.

Increase the sub nozzle pressure so that the differ-
ence comes to the specified range.

The standard timing of the Tw is 230° to 240° , It must 
be within 250° even for the latest timing.
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[ 3 ] Breeze of Main Nozzles
• Breeze (MB) for preventing weft from coming

out of the main nozzle.
Breeze always streams through each of the
main nozzles to prevent a weft from coming out
of the main nozzle when the weft cutter cuts off
the weft.

• Breeze for passing a weft through main and/or
tandem nozzles
You may stream breeze for passing a weft
through main and/or tandem nozzles in prepara-
tion for weft insertion using push valves as
shown at left.
To pass a weft through the upper main nozzle
No. 1, use push valve 1 (M1); to pass it through
the lower main nozzle No. 2, use push valve 2.
To pass a weft through tandem nozzle 3, use
push valves 4 on top of the weft insertion plate.

(1) Adjust the air pressure to 0.08 MPa (0.8 kg/
cm ) as standard using dial 1 for main nozzle
breeze (MB).

(2) Set the pointers of speed controllers 2 (for
main nozzle No. 1) and 3 (for main nozzle No.
2) to the “2” (breeze) position as standard.

(3) Set the pointer of speed controller 4 (for the
weft threading valve to be activated by the
mechanical push-button) to the “4” position as
standard.
The weft threading air is fed from the main
tank.
If the machine fails to thread a weft yarn,
adjust speed controller 4.

1
2

3

4

Push valves for main nozzles

Push valves for tandem nozzles

S M1 M3

SE M2 M4

MB

CU

DP

PU

M1

M2

M3

M4

No1 No2 No3 No4

6

4

2

3

1

5

2
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[ 4 ] Cut blow
To prevent weft departure from the main nozzle due
to the buckling of weft upon weft cutting by the cut-
ter LH, air flows in the main nozzle for the set time
period.
(1) Adjust the pressure by operating the cut blow

dial CU5. 
Set it to 0.08 MPa (0.8 kg/cm2) as standard.

(2) The air is distributed at the same pressure to
each nozzle valve.

(3) If the yarn posture upon cutting is not appropri-
ate, adjust the pressure and set time period.

[ 5 ] Tandem/Nozzle Breeze
The strength of the breeze at the main nozzle is
suppressed by the breeze flow at the tandem noz-
zle.

The strength of the air flow is controlled by regula-
tor MB1 and throttle valves 6 inside the LH cover.

(Since the air is supplied from regulator MB1, the
pressure is the same as the main nozzle breeze
pressure.)

S M1 M3

SE M2 M4

MB

CU

DP

PU

M1

M2

M3

M4

No1 No2 No3 No4

6

4

2

3

1

5
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5.1.8 Stretch Nozzle (Option)
The stretch nozzle is mounted near the rightmost
warp.  It blows the leading end of a weft into the
exhaust pipe in order to prevent the weft from loos-
ening or looping at the right or left selvage section
in weaving with hard twist yarn or filament yarn.

Two types of stretch nozzles are available; one is
for non-cut reeds (standard type and front injection
type) and the other is for cut reeds.
The upper figure shown at left is a standard type
stretch nozzle for non-cut reeds.

1: Non-cut reed
2: Reflecting weft feeler (WF1)
3: Stretch nozzle
4: Weft exhaust pipe (air outlet)

NOTE: After installing the stretch nozzle, you may
mount weft feeler WF2 onto the rear side of weft
exhaust pipe 4.  (Refer to Subsection 7.2.1, [ 2 ].)

The left figure shows a front injection type for non-
cut reeds.

1: Non-cut reed
2: Reflecting weft feeler (WF1)
3: Stretch nozzle
4: Weft exhaust pipe (air outlet)

3 1

4

2
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The lower figure shown at left is a stretch nozzle for
cut reeds.

1: Cut reed
2: Penetrating weft feeler (WF1)
3: Stretch nozzle
4: Weft exhaust pipe (air outlet)

NOTE: After installing the stretch nozzle, you may
mount weft feeler WF2 onto the rear side of weft
exhaust pipe 4.  (Refer to Subsection 7.2.2, [ 2 ].)

1

4

3
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[ 1 ] For Non-cut Reeds [Standard Type]
[ 1.1 ] Positioning the stretch nozzle
(1) Position stretch nozzle 2 so that distance “a”

from its center to the center of rightmost sub
nozzle 1 comes to 80 mm or more, in order to
lead flying wefts securely into exhaust pipe 5.

(2) Fit the stretch nozzle 2 into the groove pro-
vided in the front side of sley 3, then secure it
with nut 4.

NOTE: According to the yarn type, adjust the
height of stretch nozzle 2.

(3) Align the weft inlet center of exhaust pipe 5
with the center of stretch nozzle 2, then secure
5 to the rear side of reed 6.

(4) Set the crank angle at 180° and connect piping
between stretch nozzle 2 and its valve 7.

Pass the stretch nozzle hose through the protective
tube (74006-19014) as shown at left, and fix the
locking shaft portion with Insu-Lock (68601-02000),
and the wire duct portion with Insu-Lock (68601-
00001).

Pay attention to the following points with regard to
fixing of the stretch nozzle hose:

1) Carefully prevent the oscillating portion of the
stretch nozzle hose from coming into contact
with the sub valve cable. If in contact, the sub
valve cable insulation may be broken to cause
an accident.

2) Do not fix the stretch nozzle hose and the
TAPO suction hose together by means of Insu-
lock. If fixed together, the TAPO suction hose
may be broken.

1 4 2

6
5

3

a

7

Protective tube (74006-19014)

Insu-Lock (68601-02000)

Protective tube (74006-19014)

Insu-Lock (68601-00001)

TAPO suction hose

Sub-valve cable
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 1.2 ] Adjusting the stretch-nozzle valve tim-
ing

After setting the initial values of the sub-end nozzle
and stretch nozzle valve timings on the function
panel as listed below, make the following adjust-
ments:

(1) Jet the compressed air and adjust the posi-
tions of exhaust pipe 5 and stretch nozzle to
maximize the air discharge from 5.

(2) Pass a weft yarn through the channel of reed 6
and check that the yarn is fed into exhaust
pipe 5.

(3) Run the machine and check the yarn flow with
a stroboscope.  If the weft yarn does not enter
exhaust pipe 5, adjust the air pressure, the jet
start/stop timings of the stretch nozzle valve,
and the installation position (the distance from
the rightmost sub nozzle 1 to the stretch noz-
zle body 2).

(4) Increase the weft measuring length approx. 20
mm more than when there is no stretch noz-
zle.

NOTE: Set the stretch valve pressure at 0.3 MPa
(3.0 kg/cm2) unless there is no defect such as bro-
ken end.

Initial values

Valve timing
 (to be set on the 
function panel)

Sub-end 
nozzle –260°

Stretch 
nozzle

ON: TW-10°
OFF: 330°

Valve pressure Ps to (Ps + 0.05) MPa
(Ps to (Ps + 0.5) kg/cm2)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 2 ] For Cut Reeds
[ 2.1 ] Positioning the stretch nozzle
(1) Position stretch nozzle 1 so that the distance

“a” from its center to the center of the right-
most sub nozzle comes to 80-100 mm.

(2) Secure stretch nozzle 1 to the right end of spe-
cial reed 2 with screws 3.

(3) Secure special reed 2 to sley 5 with reed block
4.

NOTE: No adjustment work is required.

(4) Set the crank angle at 180° and connect piping
between tensioner nozzle 1 and its valve 6.

Pass the stretch nozzle hose through the protective
tube (74006-19014) as shown at left, and fix the
locking shaft portion with Insu-Lock (68601-02000),
and the wire duct portion with Insu-Lock (68601-
00001).

Pay attention to the following points with regard to
fixing of the stretch nozzle hose:

1) Carefully prevent the oscillating portion of the
stretch nozzle hose from coming into contact
with the sub valve cable. If in contact, the sub
valve cable insulation may be broken to cause
an accident.

2) Do not fix the stretch nozzle hose and the
TAPO suction hose together by means of Insu-
lock. If fixed together, the TAPO suction hose
may be broken.

7

4

2

1

5

3

6

8

Protective tube (74006-19014)

Insu-Lock (68601-02000)

Protective tube (74006-19014)

Insu-Lock (68601-00001)

TAPO suction hose

Sub-valve cable
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 2.2 ] Adjusting the stretch-nozzle valve tim-
ing

After setting the initial values of the sub-end nozzle
and stretch nozzle valve timings on the function
panel as listed below, make the following adjust-
ments:

(1) Jet the compressed air to pass a weft yarn
through the channel of reed 7, and check that
the weft is fed into stretch nozzle 1 and out
through exhaust pipe 8.

(2) Run the machine and check the yarn flow with
a stroboscope.  If the weft yarn does not enter
stretch nozzle 1, adjust the air pressure, the jet
start/stop timings of the stretch nozzle valve,
and the installation position (the distance from
the rightmost sub nozzle to the stretch nozzle
body).

(3) Increase the weft measuring length to approx.
20 mm more than when there is no stretch
nozzle.

NOTE: Set the stretch valve pressure at 0.30 MPa
(3.0 kg/cm2) unless there is no defect such as bro-
ken end.

Initial values

Valve timing
 (to be set on the 
function panel)

Sub-end 
nozzle –260°

Stretch 
nozzle

ON: TW-10°
OFF: 330°

Valve pressure Ps to (Ps + 0.05) MPa
(Ps to (Ps + 0.5) kg/cm2)
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 3 ] Stretch Nozzle for Non-cut Reeds 
[Front Injection Type]

As the standard stretch nozzle for non-cut reeds is
designed to expand the reed blade with a pin, it
may damage the reed depending on how it is han-
dled. However, the front injection type stretch noz-
zle does not expand the reed blade and prevents
the reed from being damaged.

Note that enough stretch performance may not be
produced by filament yarn and stretch yarn that are
less prone to fly in weft flying. We recommend that
you use a standard type depending on the yarn
type.

[ 3.1 ] Positioning The Stretch Nozzle
(1) Position the stretch nozzle so that the distance

“a” from the center of the rightmost sub nozzle
to the center of the by-pass port of the exhaust
pipe 5 is 90 mm or less in order to lead flying
wefts securely into the exhaust pipe 5.

(2) Fit the exhaust pipe 5 to the groove provided
in the front side of sleigh 3, put an integrated
washer 7 in-between and secure it on the
sleigh 3 with the nut 4.
Position the exhaust pipe 5 so that there is no
gap between the top rubber sheet and the
upper jaw of the reed 6.

NOTE: If you press the rubber sheet too hard,
the rubber sheet will wear out quickly. Do not
press too hard.

1 2 6

5

7

4
3

a

8

Top rubber sheet
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
(3) Align the exhaust pipe 5 on the cloth fell side
with the left surface and install the stretch noz-
zle 2 to the rear side of the reed 6.
When you align the left surface, the ridge line
on the upper surface of the stretch nozzle 2
aligns with the by-pass port in the front face of
the exhaust pipe 5.

(4) Arrange pipe between the exhaust pipe 5,
stretch nozzle 2 and stretch nozzle valve 8 at
crank angle 180°.

(5) Bundle the external diameter ø6 hose from the
stretch nozzle and the external diameter ø4
hose from the exhaust pipe via a different
diameter union and fix it to the locking shaft
with an insulation lock (68601-02000) through
a large protective tube (74006-29014-00)
Then, fix it to the wire duct with an insulation
lock (68601-00001) through a small protective
tube (74006-19014).
See the standard type section for fixing the
stretch nozzle hose.

Align the left 
surface.

ø6 hose

ø4 hose

Different diameter 
union

Protective tube Union
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
[ 3.2 ] Stretch Nozzle Valve Ting and Others
Set initial values in the following table and adjust
the valve pressure and the trimmed selvage length
as required.

(1) Check if the right and left selvages are tight-
ened or loose. Increase the valve pressure or
the trimmed selvage length if you find a defect.

(2) Increase the weft measuring length by about
20 mm longer than that required when no
stretch nozzle is used.

NOTE: If you find no defect including yarn break,
set the pressure of the stretch valve to 0.30 MPa
(3.0 kg/cm2) or more.

Initial values

Valve timing
 (to be set on the 
function panel)

Sub-end 
nozzle –260°

Stretch 
nozzle

ON: TW-10°
OFF: 330°

Valve pressure Ps to (Ps + 0.05) MPa
(Ps to (Ps + 0.5) kg/cm2)
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.1.9 Main Nozzle Pressure Exhaust 
Valve (Option)

The main nozzle pressure exhaust valve should be
used when you weave with weft which will break
easily due to its physical properties at the weft
arrival angle (Tw).  (The exhaust valve is useful in
weaving with wool weft.)

The exhaust valve is connected to the output line of
the main valve as shown at left.

Opening the exhaust valve at the main nozzle jet
end angle relieves the air pressure remaining
between the main valve and main nozzle.  This low-
ers the air pressure at the weft arrival angle (Tw) so
that weft blow-off problems will decrease.

The graph shown at left indicates the difference
between the air pressure waveforms when the
exhaust valve is used and not used.

(1) Touch [ EXHAUST ] of the [ VALVE ] switches
cal led in the [ MENU ] sub-mode of the
[ FIXER ] mode to display the main exhaust
valve timing setting screen.

(2) Set the ON/OFF timings of the main nozzle
pressure exhaust valve.
For the ON timing, enter the “Main nozzle jet
end timing + 30°” as standard.
For the OFF timing, enter the same value as
the weft arrival angle (Tw).
(Example) If the main nozzle ON/OFF timings

are 90°/160° and the Tw is
235°(average):
Then, the exhaust valve ON/OFF
timings should be 190° (160°+
30°) and 235°, respectively.

NOTES: 
• When modifying the exhaust valve ON timing

depending upon the machine speed or the main
nozzle pressure, take care not to make the ON
timing too early.  Otherwise, the Tw will be
delayed.

• When the exhaust valve is not to be used, set
both the exhaust valve ON and OFF timings to
0°.

Main nozzle

Main nozzle 
pressure 
exhaust valve

Breeze

Main 
valve

Main tank
Silencer

P
 (Air pressure)

Exhaust valve not used

Exhaust valve used

Exhaust valve ON timing Tw (Crank angle)

Air pressure when 
the exhaust valve is used

Air pressure when 
the exhaust valve is not used
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
5.1.10 Sub Nozzle Pressure Exhaust 
Valve (Option)

If the woven fabric quality is degraded by strong
contact of the jet air stream from the sub nozzle
with the warp after shedding close in succession to
weft arrival, use the exhaust valve for the sub
valve. 

The exhaust valve is connected to the line on the
output side of the sub valve.

As a standard rule, connect it to the final sub valve
on the right side of the edge of the woven fabric.

Opening the valve different from the sub valve at
the end of air jet from the sub valve discharges the
air between the sub valve and sub nozzle.

Connection method
The illustration at left shows the installation states
of the sub valve and the exhaust valve for the sub
valve.

Use exhaust valve 3 by connecting its inlet joint 3a
with the outlet joint of the final sub valve 1 by hose
2.

Since the position of the final sub valve varies with
the fabric width, exhaust preparation sub valve 5 is
provided on the sub valve side with its outlet joint
5a installed with plug 6.

(Example)

Explanation here is for the case of changing con-
necting destination of exhaust valve 3 from sub
valve 1 to sub valve 5.

Remove the mounting bolt 4a for bracket 4 installed
with exhaust valve 3 from stay 7. Then move
exhaust valve 3 together with bracket 4 to the posi-
tion of the mounting hole 7a on stay 7 under sub
valve 5, and tighten bolt 4a.

Disconnect plug 6 from one-touch joint 5a of sub
valve 5, and connect hose 2 there.

Then install plug 6 onto one-touch joint 1a of sub
valve 1, which has been disconnected from the
exhaust valve.

ON OFF

ON OFF+80°

Exhaust valve not used

Exhaust valve used

Sub valve timing

Exhaust timing (Crank angle)

Exhaust valve timing

1
1a

2

3a 4
4a

3

7 7a

5

5a
6
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5  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
Assume the setting of the sub valve installed with
the exhaust valve to be 180° - 260°.
(1) Touch [ EXHAUST ] of the [ VALVE ] switches

cal led in  the [MENU] sub-mode of  the
[ FIXER ] mode to display the main exhaust
valve timing setting screen.

(2) Set the ON and OFF sides of the sub exhaust
valve to 260° and 340°.
Set the ON timing of the sub exhaust valve
equal the OFF timing of the installed sub
valve.
Set the OFF timing of the sub exhaust valve to
the ON timing plus 80°.
Set the timing as many times as the installed
number of sub exhaust valves.
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5.1  Weft Inserting Motion (Electric Drum Type)
5.1.11 Main Valve Piping for High-
speed Operation

For high-speed machine operation at or above
1,000 rpm, changing the main valve output piping
will prevent broken weft due to air jet, fabric quality
degradation or other defect by quicker fall of the
pressure waveform upon main valve OFF.

The fall of the pressure waveform at the time of
main valve OFF can be made quicker by changing
the piping between the main valve and cut blow. 

The time for the valve pressure to fall from the set
level to 10% less than the set level can be reduced
by about 45° by changing from the standard to the
high-speed piping.

Changing method
(1) Disconnect one-touch joint 1a on the output

side of main valve 1 from the same of hose 2
connected to Y joint 3.

(2) Remove hose 6 and check valve 5 from one-
touch joint 7a on the output side of cut blow
valve 7, and connect hose 4 to one-touch joint
7a.

(3) Disconnect removed hose 6 from check valve
5.

(4) Connect removed hose 6 to one-touch joint 1a
on the output side of main valve 1.

(5) Connect the V-groove side of check valve 5 to
hose 2 and the opposite side of check valve 5
to hose 6.

NOTE: Carefully install the check valve in the direc-
tion to allow air flow from the cut blow side to the
main valve. 

After the end of installation, perform manual opera-
tion to confirm cut blow jet from the main nozzle.

ON OFF

Standard piping
High-speed piping

About 45° at 
1,000 rpm

Crank angle
Main valve timing

P(pressure)

Pm

0.1Pm

Standard piping

Piping for high-speed operation

1

2

1a

3

6

7

7a 4

5

1a
6 5 2 3

1
7a

7

4
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